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 Synopsis: 

Your organization may have made substantial investments in legacy code, and might be worried about how
to maintain, upgrade, convert, or even discard and replace it. This presentation describes five typical sce-
narios for managing legacy applications, discusses cost/benefit trade-offs among them, and shows how you
can modernize such applications to minimize maintenance costs while maximizing returns on your organ-
ization's long-term investments.

Examples in this document primarily address Assembler Language applications, but the conclusions apply
equally to applications written in other languages.
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Executive summary
If you feel a compelling need to “do something” about a legacy application (particularly, one
written in Assembler Language), you might consider these options:

 1. Keep the current application and modify it as needed.

 2. Discard the application, and replace it with a purchased vendor package.

• Specifying and negotiating requirements will be quite time-consuming.

• The old system will need to be stabilized during parallel testing, implying possible lost-
opportunity costs.

• Vendor support, education, and requested enhancements will be added expenses.

 3. Use an automated conversion tool to convert the application to a different language (e.g.,
convert assembler code to a high level language).

• This approach is strongly discouraged; conversion tools are not very robust. The resulting
code will be more of a headache than the original, and will cost more to support and run
(among other reasons).

 4. Understand and document the application, and then rewrite it in a new language.

• The documentation will be valuable in its own right.

• Be prepared to “freeze” both code and data for the time it takes to get the new code into
production. This may mean losing business opportunities.

• Expect your staff to have to understand both the old and new languages for an extended
period, in order to validate the rewritten applications.

• Some Assembler Language functions may not map to the HLL; expect the HLL code to
be slower and fatter.

 5. Modernize and maintain the existing application.

• The understanding and documentation effort needed for rewriting can be put to good use
in modernizing the application.

• No business opportunity need be lost during modernization.

• Many useful tools can help with this process:

− The High Level Assembler has been enhanced to allow you to write much clearer and
more comprehensible programs than was possible with earlier assemblers, and the
High Level Assembler Toolkit Feature provides six components that greatly simplify
application analysis and understanding.

This is the recommended option.

Each scenario involves vast differences in the degrees of invasiveness and risk, and should be
studied carefully before proceeding.

Recent research has shown that

• changing languages has many hidden costs, and should be avoided;

• problem-domain expertise is often more important than programming-language experience;

• high level languages do not provide improved reliability or maintainability.

Details are provided in the following pages. A compact summary of factors to consider for each
scenario is provided in Table 1 on page 60.

The many quotations cited in this document were chosen to illustrate the breadth of experience
and research related to migrating and converting legacy applications.

Executive summary 1



What can be done about legacy assembler code?

Topic Overview

Fmt. 01 Jul 04, 1642CONVASM Rev. 01 Jul 2004 1630
1  IBM Corporation 2002, 2004. All  r ights reserved.Legacy Appl icat ions

leg'-a-cy (n.) something handed down from an ancestor or
predecessor or from the past

• “Legacy” code: Something of value; worth preserving; useful

− What's good and bad about it? What's thought to be good and bad?

• Why do something with it? (And why not do something?)

• What can be done with it?

• Some suggestions and recommendations

• Some abbreviations:

− AL: Assembler Language
− HLL: High Level Language (e.g. COBOL, PL/I, C/C++)

“Legacy” applications represent substantial investments of time, effort, and organizational culture.
In rapidly-evolving business environments, these applications may require regular maintenance
and upgrades.

The term “legacy” is sometimes intended to imply the code is “old”, “outdated”, “needing
replacement”, or even “bad”. While application code can be all of these things, it is also true that
code achieves “legacy” status the moment it is placed into production use. Thus, legacy applica-
tions are simply useful applications. As Whittaker notes, “... unless the problem being solved is
so simple and well understood that it cannot be obfuscated, programs are complex! ... Just
because code is complex does not mean it is wrong. Complex problems often demand complex
solutions.” [25]

Why does the word “legacy” often have negative connotations? One reason may be that pro-
gramming and maintenance are inherently difficult, and therefore a cause of problems and worries;
another is the natural human tendency to believe frightening predictions more readily than neutral
or optimistic predictions.1

We will investigate some characteristics of legacy applications, some typical motivations for
wanting to “do something” with them, and several approaches to “doing something”. Finally, we
will summarize a set of recommendations and add some observations that may help with under-
standing the many factors involved with managing legacy code.

While our observations are intended for an IBM* “mainframe” audience, most of these findings
apply to legacy code written in any language. (As Sneed noted, “Of the largest 2000 enterprises in
the world, over 90% employ an IBM-390 as a central server.”) [20]

1 Use of the “FUD” technique (“Fear, Uncertainty, and Doubt”) is not limited to IBM marketing personnel, to whom it was originally
applied.

2 Extending Life Cycle of Legacy Applications 



Legacy code: language-independent issues
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What's Bad What's Good

Old Stable; very low error rates; the continuing payback on past
investments

Complex Embodies the necessary complexities of the business and its
environments

Incomprehensible Business rules are often that way

Hard to learn,
Hard to fix

The remaining bugs are rare, obscure, nontrivial

Dull, boring Business applications rarely provide entertainment value (to
their programmers, that is...)

Legacy applications have several facets: while they often reliably embody the complex rules and
procedures characterizing the ongoing business activities of an organization, they are also expected
to adapt easily to rapid changes in the business environment. There is no easy solution to the
often conflicting requirements for stability and adaptability.

Because many legacy applications are written in languages now considered “old-fashioned”,
organizations may feel impelled to modernize them somehow. This impulse may be intensified
when the applications were written in Assembler Language. However unfashionable it may seem,
Assembler Language is still used for major application suites, especially where code size and per-
formance are important.

Before starting any conversion attempt, you must address two key considerations:

• Understand what the application does (and why, and how it does its job). Otherwise the con-
verted application will be less comprehensible than the original.

• Assess the quality of the code, because it will have a major impact on what you can do with
it. (It might be more profitable simply to “clean up” the program and not convert it.)

The use and value of the application to your organization are usually more important consider-
ations than the programming language in which it is written. If the application runs often or for
long periods (or both), converting it from Assembler Language to a high-level language will prob-
ably mean that hardware capacity must be increased. Other possible problems with conversion
are detailed in the following pages.

We will see that the language used to program an application has little effect on code quality and
maintainability, nor on programmer productivity. Frederick Brooks says “I believe the hard part
of building software to be the specification, design, and testing of this conceptual construct, not the
labor of representing it and testing the fidelity of the representation. We still make syntax errors, to
be sure; but they are fuzz compared with the conceptual errors in most systems. ... If this is true,
building software will always be hard. There is inherently no silver bullet.” [1]

What can be done about legacy assembler code? 3



Legacy code: Assembler Language issues
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• Legacy issues may (or may not) depend on a programming language

What's Bad What's Good

Old AL is by far the most stable host language;
extensive modernizations are now available

Complex New programming techniques and tools can greatly clarify the
underlying (complex) business logic

Incomprehensible Comprehension can be improved by

• structure and adherence to conventions
• adequate documentation and commentary
• familiarity with machine architecture
• famil iarity with new assembler capabil i t ies

Hard to learn,
Hard to fix

Not necessarily inherent in AL itself; good documentation and
new technology tools help a lot

Dull, boring AL is a rich language (but not “technology du jour”)

Some legacy-application concerns focus specifically on Assembler Language. The language is
indeed the oldest of all surviving programming technologies; but on any platform, it is also the
most stable. (Bear in mind that programming in a HLL means trusting a compiler and its run-
time library to be correct. With Assembler Language, there is no intermediary: “What You Write
Is What You Get”, and the generated code does not change when a new assembler is used.) We
will see that many of the problems and difficulties associated with Assembler Language applica-
tions are typical of all software, and are now more easily managed.

The complexity of an application program is a mixture of the necessary complexity of the busi-
ness logic it implements, and the quality of the encoding of that logic in a programming language.
A lack of discipline in the use of any programming language can make it harder to grasp the
intent of the business logic it embodies.

Because legacy systems represent the natural evolution of sets of practices that endure and outlive
their inventors, much of the difficulty in learning them is in retaining and conveying the thinking
of the original developers to the “next generation” of supporters. Whittaker notes: “When you
must maintain code that you did not write, the documentation is often your only chance to suc-
cessfully change the code.” [25]

Assembler Language code written many years ago may have suffered — as can code in any lan-
guage — from the lack of modern facilities for managing such details as program structure, register
management, data structuring, and more. Modern assembler tools and technologies can help in
many ways: the High Level Assembler and its Toolkit Feature support many new language exten-
sions, cross-references, and external interfaces; many tools provide debugging, source library scan-
ning, graphical program understanding, and other facilities to simplify application development
and support.

Existing application code can be modernized — restructured, documented, and generally improved
— using these technologies. We will review these new techniques in “High Level Assembler” on
page 41.

4 Extending Life Cycle of Legacy Applications 



Assembler Language: what is believed to be bad?
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• Structured programming is impossible (?)

− Many structured-programming macro packages are available

− Assembler Language is far more flexible, offers many more application
structuring facil it ies than HLLs

• Maintenance is much more costly than with HLLs (?)

− Research shows there's no language-related difference
•  Programmer abi l i ty was found to be the only signi f icant factor

− Obscure code can be written in any language
•  Some languages obscure their obscuri t ies; AL can' t

• Assembler Language is hard to learn (?)

− True for some; but AL training has widespread value, good payoffs
• Understanding machine architecture is very valuable

− Modern tools/techniques enhance understandabil i ty, modifiabil i ty

Assembler Language has some undeserved negative associations, such as:

• Structured programming is impossible (?)

This is in fact not true. Assembler Language provides a flexible repertoire of techniques for
structuring multi-module applications in many different ways. Within a single module, tradi-
tional structured programming statements (like IF-THEN-ELSE, DO-WHILE, etc.) are easily
implementable using available structured-programming macro packages. (One of these is
described in “High Level Assembler Toolkit Feature” on page 44.)

• Maintenance is much more costly than with HLLs (?)

This is in fact not true. Recent research [16,23]  has shown that the application's program-
ming language has no significant effect on application maintainability.

• Assembler Language is hard to learn (?)

Assembler Language involves understanding two languages simultaneously: the “language” of
the machine (its instructions, registers, data formats, etc.), and the “language” presented to the
assembler to be translated into the object code of the machine's language.

People new to Assembler Language may consider it old-fashioned, but understanding what's
happening “under the covers” of any HLL is important to all professionals. John Gilmore
notes: “...the knowledge of machine architectures that their mastery alone confers seems ...
essential.” [46]  Education providing a basic grasp of Assembler Language (and therefore, of
machine language) provides valuable benefits even to programmers who work mainly with
HLLs.

Further discussion of Assembler Language as an implementation language is provided at “Assem-
bler Language: pros and cons” on page 57, and at “Web Sites” item .

What can be done about legacy assembler code? 5



Why (and why not) consider changing languages?

Why change any language to another?

5  IBM Corporation 2002, 2004. All  r ights reserved.Legacy Appl icat ions

Reasons for changing computer language include

 1. Skills availabi l i ty

 2. Standardization on fewer (or one) language(s)

 3. Maintainability

 4. Application portabi l i ty to a wider range of hardware platforms

 5. Belief that a new language is “Industr ial Strength”

• Improved productivity, maintainability, widespread use, etc.

 6. Bulk buying discounts

 7. Storage-constraint relief

 8. Fashion, competit ion (“Our competitors seem successful using
language X and system configuration Y”)

We'll review these concerns, later...

Among the reasons an organization may wish to undertake a programming language conversion
are:

 1. Skills availability. Younger programmers are often not trained in “legacy” languages, and
therefore may not have the skills believed necessary to maintain existing applications.

 2. Standardization on one language. “Organizations had found a proliferation of languages in
use.... The result was inflexibility in the allocation of technical staff and higher support costs.
Therefore a new language was sought which would be comprehensive enough to supersede all
the existing languages.” [13]

 3. Maintainability. Existing applications often appear to be too complex to understand and
maintain; it is expected that migrating to a different language will improve understandability
and therefore maintainability.

 4. Range of hardware platforms. Organizations sometimes must support a variety of machine
and operating system types, and therefore intend that the “...language chosen should be avail-
able on a wide range of computers. This was necessary to avoid ‘proprietary lock in’ which
would raise prices on hardware purchase and maintenance.” [13]  Applications written in
HLLs are usually more easily ported to other platforms.

 5. Industrial strength of the new language. “...the language selected should be able to tackle all
the tasks being handled by the existing languages. This indicated the need for a large general
purpose language.” [13]  The expected benefits include structured programming, widespread
use, increased development productivity, perceived maintainability, and availability of staff.

 6. Bulk buying discounts. “Replacing the fragmented approach to the purchase and training on
assorted computer languages with a unified approach was anticipated to be cheaper.” [13]

 7. Storage-constraint relief. Older programs may have been written at a time when central
storage was limited, so they have difficulty handling today's larger volumes of code and data
in the area below the “16MB line”.

 8. Fashion, Competition. The software industry is frequently driven by fads and fashions that
have little to do with real business requirements. Sometimes language conversions are under-
taken because it appears that competitive organizations have done so.

We will revisit these points in our summary observations on page 45.

6 Extending Life Cycle of Legacy Applications 



Changing languages: why not?
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Reasons for not changing computer language include

 1. Cost, t ime, and complexity of conversion effort

 2. Quality and maintainabil i ty of converted code

 3. Continuity of planning, procedures, policies, and expertise

 4. Hardware upgrade costs

 5. Cost of new software products (compilers, run-t ime libraries)

 6. Loss of flexibil i ty

 7. Performance concerns in the new language

 8. Loss of function

 9. Re-training costs

10. Language longevity

We'll return later to these concerns, also...

Among reasons given not to undertake a programming language change are:

 1. Complexity of conversion. The conversion task may appear too large to be worth doing.

 2. Quality of converted code. There appear to be no easy ways to get converted code as good as
the original. Poor code quality may lead to other (potentially serious) business problems.

 3. Continuity of procedures, processes, and expertise. Too much disruption of current practice
might occur.

 4. Hardware costs. Organizations don't want to be forced to upgrade system capacity due to less
efficient applications.

 5. Software costs. New compilers, run-times, and support tools may be more expensive.

 6. Loss of flexibility. A new language might offer less control over code and data layouts.

 7. Performance. Equivalent (or acceptable) performance may be difficult to achieve.

 8. Loss of function. These concerns include access to specific machine instructions and operating
system services, as well as excess generality and complexity of a high-level language.

 9. Re-training costs. Existing staff may require re-training in the new language.

10. Language longevity. Not every programming language has had a long lifetime.

We will expand on these points in “Summary observations” on page 45.

Any extensive transition is difficult. A change of programming language is only one factor in con-
verting or migrating an application. Consider Holmes' comment: “Paul Strassmann, at one time
the Pentagon's information chief, has observed eight ‘build-and-scrap’ cycles in computing invest-
ment since 1946, with each cycle greatly surpassing the previous one both in absolute value and
percentage of overall business investment. Strassmann projects the next binge to be two and one-
half times more expensive than the last....” [6]

What can be done about legacy assembler code? 7



What you might do with legacy code: five scenarios

What can be done with an assembler legacy application?

7  IBM Corporation 2002, 2004. All  r ights reserved.Legacy Appl icat ions

• We will discuss five typical scenarios:

 1. Live with it ( “Business As Usual ” )

 2. Replace it with a vendor 's commercial package

 3. Use automated conversion tools to generate “equ iva lent ” HLL code

 4. Rewrite it in your favorite HLL

 5. Modernize it and continue to use it

• ... considering

− Organizational and managerial concerns

− Staffing and skills

− Technical issues

− Financial factors

• These topics cover the main issues

We consider five typical responses to the question “What should we do with our legacy code?”

 1. Continue using and updating the existing application. (“Scenario 1: Live with the current
application” on page 9.)

 2. Replace the application with a purchased or leased “package”. (“Scenario 2: Replace the
application with a vendor package” on page 12.)

 3. Convert the application to a new “target” language using an automated conversion tool.
(“Scenario 3: Convert to a new language using automated tools” on page 15.)

 4. Rewrite the application in a new “target” language. (“Scenario 4: Rewrite the application in
a new language” on page 22.)

 5. Modernize the application and continue to use it in its original language. (“Scenario 5: Mod-
ernize and maintain the application” on page 38.)

Other responses and approaches are possible, of course; but these five provide considerable insight
into the results we might expect.

In discussing these options, we will also consider various risk factors and their possible effects on

• organizational and management concerns
• staffing and staff skills
• technical issues
• financial factors.

While much of the following discussion applies to legacy code written in any language, we will
occasionally emphasize factors that apply to Assembler Language.

8 Extending Life Cycle of Legacy Applications 



Scenario 1: Live with the current application

(1) Living with existing legacy application code

8  IBM Corporation 2002, 2004. All  r ights reserved.Legacy Appl icat ions

• Living with the current code may be the best choice, if:

− Requirements for enhancements don't have widespread impact

− The code is adequately structured, documented, and commented

− Available support tools are sufficient for your needs

− Current staff can handle the requirements

− Risks (time, money, disruptions) of other alternatives are greater

− Continuity is important

• Some organizations have lived this way for a long time

− Allows you to avoid the latest programming fads

− But some may want to do things differently (“better?”)

We'll reconsider this Scenario in Scenario (5)

Because other alternatives are usually expensive and disruptive, you may want to somehow live
with what you have. Martin Ward [24]  observes, “For many of these so called legacy systems the
option of throwing the system away and re-writing it from scratch is not economically viable.”

Indeed, there may be no strong motivations to change; Harry Sneed noted that “Recent studies
show that 80% of the actual IT-production is carried out by legacy systems.” [20]  Businesses
may be understandably reluctant to make major or potentially disruptive changes.

Continuing to use the existing application can be the best choice if demands for change aren't
severe: its incremental costs are smallest. You may decide to “live with” the existing application
if:

• requirements for enhancements can be handled by current staff using current processes, proce-
dures, and tools;

• the application code is sufficiently readable that updates can be made reasonably easily;

• the existing support staff understands the application and the business processes it supports;

• doing things differently will create business risks, higher costs, and disruptions.

Scenario 1: Live with the current application 9



(1) Living with existing legacy application code ...
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• Organizational/managerial concerns: Business as Usual

− Minimal internal and external impact on business

− Smaller incremental costs

• Staffing and skills: Business as Usual

− Existing code/test/planning/maintenance procedures needn't be changed

•  No retraining needed

− No decrease in productivity

•  New tools can improve i t

− Skil ls pool may evaporate slowly

•  Internal training, mentor ing, and education may ref i l l i t adequately

Among the benefits of “living with” the current application code are:

• Disruptions of existing management processes are minimized.

• Incremental costs are smaller than with other choices.

• Current staff does not need re-education in language, planning and estimating skills, coding,
testing, and maintenance procedures, and product shipment and installation techniques.
Their knowledge and experience can be used to help train newer staff.

An additional benefit is that there is no decrease in productivity, while new tools can help
improve it.

• Application updates can be made as needed and when they're ready; changing to a new
system may require stabilizing the old and running old and new in parallel for an extended
period.

Despite claims implying that “modernization” is a business requirement, this “live with it”
approach may allow resources that might otherwise be spent on new languages or techniques to
be focused on immediate business concerns.

10 Extending Life Cycle of Legacy Applications 



(1) Living with existing legacy application code ...
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• Technical issues: Business as Usual

− Virtual storage constraint relief easy to do without major changes

•  Buffers and work areas above 16MB; spl i t -RMode modules

− Converting to Language Environment usually straightforward

− Staging of updates easy to do incrementally

•  No need to stabi l ize the current appl icat ion to do a substitute

•  Minor f ixes easy to apply qu ick ly

− Substantial enhancements may be difficult to accommodate

• Financial factors: Business as Usual

− Slow enhancements may lose market opportunities

•  May motivate invest igat ing other scenarios?

Migrating an Assembler Language application to the z/OS* Language Environment is usually
straightforward, involving mainly replacing SAVE and RETURN macros with LE-supplied
CEEENTRY and CEETERM, and replacing calls on system services with their LE-supplied
equivalents. [36,26,35]  Retaining existing Assembler Language code may also provide significant
performance benefits compared to converted code.

31-bit enablement (using storage above the “16MB line”) is usually straightforward:

• Virtual storage constraints — particularly, limited storage below the 16MB “line” — are rela-
tively easy to relieve. I/O buffers and data work areas may be moved above 16MB using
simple and straightforward procedures, without major modifications to the overall structure of
the application.

McGarvey's SHARE presentation [44]  provides an excellent overview of such techniques.

• Similar considerations apply to large “load module” executables. Previously, any component
of an application module that required residence below 16MB forced the entire module to
reside there. The z/OS Program Management Binder [37]  supports “split-RMode” PDSE
Program Objects in which only those elements that must reside below 16MB are loaded
there, while elements that can reside “anywhere” are loaded above 16MB. Thus, you need
not replace or modify all AMODE(24) modules.

Recent High Level Assembler enhancements and support tools can simplify programming and
maintenance tasks; we will briefly describe these in “High Level Assembler” on page 41.

Some possible disadvantages of this scenario are:

• Staff familiar with the application and its language may be harder to hire and retain (but
internal training and education may help).

• Major upgrades may be difficult for various reasons, and an inability to make such upgrades
rapidly may cause business opportunities to be lost.

We will see later that this scenario has many similarities to “Scenario 5: Modernize and maintain
the application” on page 38.

Scenario 1: Live with the current application 11



Scenario 2: Replace the application with a vendor package

(2) Replace the old code with a vendor package
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• Someone else proposes to do the “dirty work”

− “No more problems with our unresponsive IT staff...” (?)

• General-purpose packages normally require customization

− One size doesn't usually “f i t  al l”

− Your business vs. the package: which adapts to the other?

• Organizational/managerial concerns:

− Detailed acquisition specs may be needed

− Extensive planning typically required

− Ensuring package source-code escrow

• Staffing and skills:

− Added burdens on existing staff

− Train new support staff, establish vendor interfaces

− New support procedures, internal and end-user training

In discussing the “Buy versus build” question, Brooks [1]  comments “The most radical possible
solution for constructing software is not to construct it at all....” 

The option of replacing a “home-grown” application with a commercially available vendor
package has several attractions, not least of which is that management may believe they need no
longer deal with what may seem a difficult and unresponsive programming staff.

However: vendors naturally desire the broadest possible market so that they can capture as many
customers as possible. Their application packages therefore tend to be very general, and require
customization and tailoring for each individual customer. As Brooks observes, “Much of
present-day software-acquisition procedure rests upon the assumption that one can specify a satis-
factory system in advance, get bids for its construction, have it built, and install it. I think this
assumption is fundamentally wrong, and that many software-acquisition problems spring from
that fallacy.” [1]

Because the legacy applications that run your business will almost always be different from the
capabilities of a vendor package, you will have to decide how much your business will change to
accommodate the package, and how much the package may need tailoring to fit your business
processes and requirements. The costs of these adaptations may be extensive and difficult to esti-
mate, especially as they will involve changes of employee habits. Rosenbloom notes: “Replace-
ment ... can be a costly approach, since buying a new packaged solution to replace existing core
business systems requires spending money on new software and the services to customize and
deploy it. Often, it doesn't support the company's business processes, which have become
embedded in the existing systems over they years. Implementing the new solution can also be
time-consuming.” [17]

Management also must prepare budgets and detailed specifications for future requested implemen-
tation of local requirements, and must expect that long-range planning is needed for the period of
time when the new application is being tested and tuned while the old application continues to
work.

Leased or purchased software packages may become important to your organization, so you
should prepare for the possibility that the vendor may go out of business or be acquired by
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another company with no interest in the application. Take care that any vendor contract includes
provisions for access to the package's source code in case the vendor can no longer support it.
Ownership of the escrowed code will bring a host of new problems: new staff will be required to
understand and maintain the package. Similar issues can also be a major concern with “open
source” applications.

Your programming support staff will likely need to be trained to provide interfaces to the vendor
for problem resolution and requirement submission (or to make modifications to the package
locally), and training and support procedures must be provided for the end users of the applica-
tion who must learn the new product.

(2) Replace the old code with a vendor package ...
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• Technical issues:

− Transition to new system a major effort

− Extended testing and parallel use of old and new systems
•  Old data may need frequent reformatt ing and transfer to new system
•  Cut-over to new system only after a l l funct ions are cert i f ied
•  Expect to retain old system and data for archive/ legal requirements
•  New package may not perform as wel l as the old appl icat ion

• Financial factors:

− Vendor charges for design changes ($$)

− May require new/upgraded hardware; software charges may increase

− Probable consulting and tailoring expenses ($$)

− Training materials may be proprietary ($)

− Cost of maintenance contracts ($$)

− Possible lost business opportunity during transition period
• And, during production-use problem-report ing and problem-repair periods

− Estimating overall costs likely to be very difficult

Technical staff must prepare for an extensive period of parallel execution of old and new applica-
tions, to verify that all functions are properly supported. This may require additional computa-
tional and storage resources; impose an additional burden on people who are already fully
occupied, and who may resent loss of responsibilities; additional knowledgable staff may be
required from the vendor (for a price). The vendor may also impose substantial consulting, tai-
loring, and training fees.

Once the new system is in place, the necessarily extensive testing will place heavy loads on
knowledgable staff. Existing data will have to be reformatted and transferred into the new system,
possibly on a regular basis. Also, the old system and its data will probably have to be kept avail-
able for an extended period, in order to satisfy record-retention requirements.

Financial considerations of this choice include:

• Any mid-contract design changes are likely to be very costly.

• New or upgraded hardware may be required if the vendor package does not perform as well
as the retired application. Acquisition delays may also have significant impacts.

• Installation and customization typically require costly vendor consultants. Additionally,
training materials for the new package are usually proprietary, so the vendor will impose addi-
tional charges for courses.

− Upgrades and enhancements to the vendor package will require additional and proprietary
training. “The training costs were higher than anticipated because courses were proprie-
tary and subject to limited competition. The suppliers also released frequent upgrades and
additions that required extra training. Apart from the direct cost of training this caused
disruption.” [13]

Scenario 2: Replace the application with a vendor package 13



• Vendor package software charges must include support and maintenance costs.

• The costs of maintenance contracts must be balanced against the expected savings in the costs
of in-house programming and maintenance staff.

• During the period of parallel execution of the old application and the vendor package, it is
unlikely that any enhancements can be made to either without risking serious disruptions.
Similarly, incomplete testing and delays in fixing unexpected errors may negatively impact
subsequent operations. This loss of business opportunity may or may not be significant.

(2) Replace the old code with a vendor package: summary
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• Difficulty of assessing vendor skills

• Long transition period

− Documenting existing and desired functions

− Extensive parallel testing

− Possible requirement for data conversion

− Possible lost business opportunity

• Integration/customization costs sometimes 5-10 times package cost

• Vendor charges for training, code modifications, maintenance

• Possible hardware upgrades

• Possible staff morale problems

− Retraining requirements; loss of responsibil ity, skil ls, competences

• Possible lack of market differentiation

It is difficult to predict the costs and organizational impacts of replacing a suite of legacy applica-
tions with a vendor package. Negotiating the intended results will probably continue over an
extended period (as will your expenses).

You should consider these factors:

• The vendor may not have appropriate or necessary key skills.

• The time and cost of adapting your organization's requirements to the capabilities of the
vendor package, and of adapting the package to your requirements. These costs can greatly
exceed the “base” cost of the package itself.

• Necessary changes to existing data bases and data formats.

• Parallel testing of old and new systems will require “freezing” both systems to ensure correct
results are obtained. Checking and verifying the results may be slow and labor-intensive.

• Additional hardware and staff resources may be required during the transition period, and
possibly thereafter. Key personnel may be lost.

• In general, it is quite difficult to create accurate estimates of overall costs: people, consulting,
software, hardware, and lost business opportunity.

Finally, remember that a software package sold by a vendor to other customers — possibly your
competitors? — may mean that your organization will have less market differentiation from other
organizations, and risks commoditization of the functions. Also, vendor interest and responsive-
ness may decline as time passes. You may therefore wish to consider using vendor packages only
for internal processing requirements.
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Scenario 3: Convert to a new language using automated tools
Converting applications from one language to another is not simple, and the process is quite diffi-
cult to automate satisfactorily.

Many of the factors involved in rewriting an Assembler Language program in a HLL (as
described in “Scenario 4: Rewrite the application in a new language” on page 22) also apply to
preparing for automated conversion. These include:

• choice of target language
• preparing for rewriting
• understanding the application
• typical convertibility problems
• quality of the converted code.

However, because the results of automatic conversions are generally unsatisfactory, we will discuss
those general conversion considerations in detail there.

(3) Convert languages using automated tools
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• This option is not recommended, but is worth reviewing...

− Hoped-for benefits are rarely achieved

• Some vendors advertise conversion tools and services

− Conversion technology is sti l l  very immature

− Academic efforts don't address the messy “real world” very well

− Poorly structured/commented programs don't convert to useful code

− Significant manual intervention may be required

• Many factors to consider

− Syntax conversion is only a first, small step to convertibil ity
•  Necessary code-preparation effort may be substant ial

− Resulting programs generally unreadable, inefficient
•  Require deep knowledge of the or ig ina l and the target languages

(and maybe the source and target hardware architectures)

For any large application, it is natural to hope that language conversion can be automated.
However, even what appear to be the best available tools have serious limitations. Do not expect
easy, accurate, reliable, or usable conversions.

• “Many software researchers advocate rather than investigate. As a result, (a) some advocated
concepts are worth less than their advocates believe, and (b) there is a shortage of evaluative
research to help determine the actual value of new tools and techniques.” [4]

• “Recently several companies have started advertising translation systems of various kinds,
including assembler-to-C. From the available information it seems that these tools are...
brute-force literal translator [s] , with little or no further analysis.” [3]
For Assembler Language, “...the literal translation approach, besides being grossly inefficient...
fails to recognize idioms that are architecture-specific and would not have the same meaning
when translated literally.” [3]

A “brute force” conversion simply maps the original Assembler Language program to a HLL in
which registers and storage are mapped into HLL variables that mimic the original machine's
architecture and instructions. These programs are highly unsatisfactory, as they lose none of the
apparent complexity of the original program, while adding obscurity.
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Feldman and Friedman [3]  note that brute-force translation results in code that is typically ten
times slower; it is often easier to debug (because it looks like the original!); but it is difficult to
modify and maintain. Only two published studies [3,24]  seem to have approached the problem
with any generality; we will refer occasionally to their experiences (which aren't encouraging).

Thus, research results in the area of language conversion have focused mainly on attempts to
capture something of the structure of the original program. Several authors (including the
researchers themselves!) have commented on the relatively low quality of the results:

• The conversion process is rarely fully automatic: Cristina Cifuentes comments “Companies
that provide a translation service will make use of human resources to aid in this area.” [2]

• Ward [24]  describes a substantial effort to create a conversion engine “... which models as
accurately as possible the behaviour of the original assembler module; without worrying too
much about the size, efficiency, or complexity of the resulting code.” (This view may not pre-
cisely describe your requirements.)

• “Conversion technology... is still in its infancy. ... automated language conversion is much
more difficult than many people anticipate. ... language conversions are grossly underesti-
mated — even by well-known reverse-engineering experts. ... Harry Sneed summarizes the
state of the practice in the transformation marketplace as follows: ‘The reality looks different.
Those who can read between the lines recognize that the problems are grossly simplified and
that the advertised products are far from being ripe for use in practice.’” [21]

• “...research is carried out in an academic setting with a vague expectation that it will later be
transferred to industry, an expectation that is rarely fulfilled.” In studying other tools,
Feldman and Friedman (who have achieved better results than most) comment: [3]
− “...was not applied to real-world programs”
− “...such tools are not automatic, and need manual supervision”
− “This tool is not automatic, it is a convenient environment to aid a human programmer”

• “Due to automation problems, most conversion tools apply the technology of syntactic con-
version. Even with this apparently simple and low-level approach, many difficulties occur, and
the scale of those intricacies is not yet fully understood.” [21]

• “...the CISC techniques had only been tested with small, unoptimized code, and hence were
not exposed to very large unstructured examples which make the restructuring process harder
to achieve.” [2]

The feasibility and cost-effectiveness of legacy-software re-engineering remains a theme for debate.
Do not expect high levels of abstraction or comprehensibility in converted programs.

Badly structured or poorly commented code will not be improved by conversion. While certain
localized problems may be identifiable by automated tools (such as dead code), the results of con-
version are rarely better and frequently worse than the original. In some cases, substantial efforts
may be needed to modify the original program to make it intelligible to the conversion tool; this
can only be done manually.

The technical difficulties of code conversion, while substantial, can be dwarfed by the problems of
capturing the business rules the code implements. While well-commented code can partially
explain its actions and purposes, understanding the reasons for each step of the program may be
difficult to reconstruct after conversion.
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Specifying requirements for conversion tools

(3) Requirements for conversion tools and procedures
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• Inventory language constructs, develop conversion strategy for each

− Specify the allowable level of pre-conversion “manual clean-up”

• State the required degree of functional equivalence

− ...and whether code must more resemble the old or the new language

•  May depend on language experience of maintenance/development teams

− Specify whether or not test sets must be converted

• Decide how to handle cases that aren't converted automatically

− ...and who is responsible for fixing them

• Determine result performance, size, and maintainabil ity requirements

• Specify allowable resource util ization by the converter

• Don't expect too much, or too soon, or ...

If you are seriously considering using an automated conversion tool or service, Terekhov and
Verhoef [21]  suggest these minimum recommendations for a source-to-source converter:

• “You must inventory the native and simulated language constructs of the system that needs
conversion.”

• “You must develop a conversion strategy for each language construct. Specifically, you must
list the input and output fragments that describe the converter's desired behavior.”

• “You must make an explicit statement about whether the converted system should be func-
tionally equivalent to the original system. Intuitively, you would think that this is always so,
but in practice, a sophisticated automated modification effort usually exposes faults and
unsafe code in the original system. Often, the customer [providing the conversion service]
then requires the developers to fix these faults as well. Thus, potential requirements creep
must be dealt with in the requirements. Note that it also hampers testing the new system
because regression testing is based on equivalence.”

• “You must include a statement about whether the original system's test sets are to be con-
verted. If errors in the tests are exposed, the requirements must state the policy toward mod-
ification.”

• “You must set as your goal maximum automation of the conversion (enabling minimal
human interference).”

• “If you plan to maintain the converted system, you must make it maintainable. For instance,
if the original maintenance team is going to continue in its role, the new system should be as
similar as possible to the original system so that the team can recognize the original code. If,
on the other hand, the maintenance team is new, the conversion should try to use the target
language's idiom so that maintainers recognize the code as normal for that language.”

• “You must make the converted system's efficiency adequate both in compilation and exe-
cution time.”

• “If you will use the converter many times, the time required for conversion is relevant. It is
not always feasible to optimize this without distributing calculations over many machines.”
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• “If you plan to maintain the converted system, its size must not exceed the original system's
size by much (if at all).” (Note that “size” includes both source and executables. Larger
source programs are inherently less maintainable.)

The authors conclude these recommended steps with these observations:

• “Requirement specifications usually mention only the native-to-native part of the
[conversion]  mapping, in the form of a statement-by-statement conversion. This phenom-
enon is in accordance with people's tendency to focus first on the easiest problems. One of us
(Chris Verhoef) was an external reviewer of several large-scale conversion projects. Most of
them failed because the hard problems were avoided in the requirements.”

• “Apart from these explicit requirements there is always an implicit understanding of how the
converter will work. This reflects the customer's expectations of the advantages associated with
transferring the system to a more contemporary environment. These imaginary advantages often
motivate the conversion process but they are rarely realized. A popular misconception is that
after conversion the system is change-enabled so that totally new features can be implemented
easily. (Emphasis added.) The problem is aggravated by companies marketing conversion soft-
ware as yet another silver bullet; the quality of such converters is often less than optimal, and
in some cases even nonexistent.”

Thus, you should be prepared to establish strict and detailed requirements for what you hope to
get from conversion tools (and not set your expectations too high).

(3) Possible problems with automated conversion
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• Poorly structured old code will become worse-structured new code

• Converted code's language may resemble neither source nor target

• Statement-by-statement converter results aren't very helpful

• Results from converted code may not agree with original program's

− Plan for exhaustive testing; existing test suites rarely suffice

• Size and performance of converted code may be unsatisfactory

• Some AL idioms and instructions may not convert easily

− May need (manual) repair work

• Distinction between “true” constants and initial data may not be
apparent

A variety of problems may be encountered with the results of an automated conversion process:

• It is unreasonable to expect a tool to convert programs that are poorly structured, even
though this may be one of the reasons for attempting a conversion in the first place.
Feldman and Friedman observed [3]  that “Our experience with Sapiens code has shown that
large and complex assembly-language programs that are maintained by several different pro-
grammers contain patches and unnecessary code....”

• The code created by the converter is very unlikely to produce the same results as the original
program.

One conversion technology that claimed considerable success noted “We did not, however,
manually check the semantics of each generated file against the original assembler!” [24]  You
might reasonably require that the converted program produce the same results as the original,
and expect that the results would not require manual checking. Extensive testing will be
required; existing test cases may need rewriting, and new ones may have to be created.
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Much of this additional effort is needed because converted code does not capture the “algo-
rithmic” content of the original program; most conversion tools can capture only “micro-
structure”, at best.

• Performance of converted code is generally much slower, and code sizes much larger, than the
original program's. One of the most successful conversion efforts observed [3]  “The translated
C code was only three times slower than the original, which in our opinion is quite reason-
able for such translation. In fact, it is less than 10% slower than the hand-crafted C version
on the same platform.” (An indirect acknowledgment of generally superior performance from
Assembler Language code!)

• While conversion tools may claim generality, there are many cases where conversion may be
incomplete or inaccurate. Feldman and Friedman [3]  observed “A large part of the develop-
ment of [ the converter]  was dedicated to many theoretically-unimportant details, such as sup-
porting most of the IBM 370 instructions.” Converting any Assembler Language application
will necessarily involve such details.

Some Assembler Language constructs may not have equivalents in the target language. A
conversion engine should indicate which parts of the program could not be converted. For
example, one conversion tool recommends “In addition, the user needs to check for FIXME
comments in the generated C code which indicate areas where the translated code may be
incorrect...”. [24]

• A converter may not make the important distinction between literals (“constants”) and vari-
ables, “thus losing the important information of their immutability...”. [3]

(3) Automated conversion considerations
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• Organizational and managerial

− Significant effort to establish accurate conversion requirements

− Phasing of test, acceptance, cut-over to new applications

− New procedures for planning, estimating, scheduling, development and test,
product delivery, maintenance

− Polit ical procedures for dealing with unsatisfactory results

• Staffing and skills

− Need people skilled in old and new languages

− Training required in new procedures

− Significant regression-testing effort

− Old-code preparation time/effort might be resented

According to Feldman and Friedman, [3]  “There are two distinct modes of working with auto-
matic translation. It can be used as a one-time effort to translate a large piece of code, which will
then be debugged and maintained independently. This requires the target code to be readable and
properly documented. ... [ the other]  is having two working versions of the same product. ... the
development and maintenance will be done on the assembly-language source, and nothing will be
done on the target code (except for verifying that it works).” Most people will adopt the first of
these modes, as the second doesn't replace the original application.

Planning for automated conversion will require a substantial investment in setting detailed
requirements for conversion activities. Otherwise, the conversion effort will be repeated many
times as each difficulty is discovered.

Assuming the conversion progresses satisfactorily, scheduling plans must include regression and
acceptance testing and the eventual replacement of the old application by the new. The costs of
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this validation may be quite significant. New procedures must accommodate the changes to all
affected aspects of development and maintenance; planning and estimating must account for dif-
ferent skill sets; development, test, delivery, and maintenance processes may change; and customer
support procedures may need updating and training.

During the transition period, heavy demands will be made on individuals who know both the
original and target languages, as they will be required to validate the conversion. They will also be
called on to restructure the old code to make it more acceptable to the converter; Feldman and
Friedman [3]  found that the staff responsible for “cleaning up” the old code were unhappy to be
doing what they perceived to be unproductive “busy work”. Those staff who know only the new
target language will have to be trained in the new development and maintenance procedures, and
will probably be heavily involved in testing.

(3) Automated conversion considerations ...
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• Technical issues

− Pre-conversion code documentation, mods (and fixes!)

− Incomplete conversions requiring manual intervention

− Resulting code looks like neither old nor new language

− Increased size, decreased performance of results

− Some AL function not expressible in target language

• Financial factors

− Staff resources reassigned to conversion activit ies

− Converter (and vendor) expenses

− Hardware impacts of slower, fatter code
• May need addit ional hardware for testing while production continues

− Costs of new HLL and development environment software

− Lost-opportunity costs

Preparing for conversion often exposes problems in the application. These must be fixed and
tested before conversion is attempted. Converted code is frequently incomplete, and may need
manual repair and extension before it is usable; this is even more common when the original code
is written in Assembler Language, because some instructions and idioms have no HLL counter-
part, and must be replaced with calls to specialized procedures.

Code converted from Assembler Language to a HLL is almost always slower and fatter than the
original, which may impose additional constraints on the converted application. The resulting
code can be very difficult to understand, as it will probably resemble neither the original Assem-
bler Language nor a “normal” program written in the new HLL, but will appear to be a hybrid
mixture of both.

Financial aspects of a conversion could include:

• the costs of reassigning staff from normal activities to the conversion effort

• expenses for use of the conversion tool, and consultation and training in its use

• possible needs for hardware upgrades due to slower and fatter code, as well as the indirect
costs of procurement delays; additional temporary hardware may be needed during testing and
transition while production requirements continue

• expenses for new language compilers and run-time libraries, as well as new development,
maintenance, and support tools

• the costs of lost business opportunities during the period when the old application must be
“frozen” until the new application is in productive use.
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(3) Convert to a HLL using automated tools: summary
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• Conversion tools help only “mechanical” aspects of translation

− A “f inished product” requires extensive hand work,
deep knowledge of original and target languages

− OS and language differences may be significant

•  Data types, data structures, f i le systems, system services, error handl ing, ...

•  Some language id ioms are hard to translate to target language

• Created code may grow larger, run more slowly

• Lengthy parallel execution and testing

− Detecting and correcting inaccuracies can be very difficult

− Convert existing test suites? Write new test cases?

• High levels of organizational stress

• Additional conversion concerns discussed in Scenario (4)

While automated conversion tools appear to promise quick and easy translation from one lan-
guage to another, many problems can impede the process. Typically, the resulting code will need
a lot of manual labor to get it into usable condition; in some cases, the converted program will
need to be rewritten, or auxiliary procedures must be written to handle language idioms that could
not be converted to the target language.

In addition to purely language issues, the converted code and its targeted environment may have
very different rules and behaviors regarding system services such as I/O, memory management,
process control, and more. These cannot in general be addressed by a conversion tool.

Testing will be a very long and complex process. In addition to the usual burdens of locating and
fixing errors, you should expect that

• the converted code will be difficult to understand, and will require deep knowledge of both
the original and target languages;

• existing test cases will need to be converted and verified;

• new test cases are probably necessary;

• finding and fixing errors may be more difficult than usual;

• new and unknown errors may be introduced that can be found only much later.

Additional language-conversion topics are discussed in the following “Scenario 4: Rewrite the
application in a new language” on page 22.
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Scenario 4: Rewrite the application in a new language

(4) Rewrite the application in a new language
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• This is a widely considered scenario, with anticipated advantages:

− Standardize language, utilize skills, ... (as noted on slide 5)

• Converting entire applications is difficult

− Much more difficult when moving to a new platform

− Enabling LE compatibil ity of small AL routines is straightforward

• Requires very careful investigation, planning, preparation

− We'll look at some details worth investigating

• Results may be disappointing

− “Problems to be solved by conversion are usually replaced by other
(perhaps more intr icate) problems”

• Two references are highly recommended (see slide 44)

The problems of converting programs from any language to another is an area of active research;
[13,21]  converting Assembler Language code is particularly challenging. [2,3,8,10,24]

Two substantial (and highly recommended! −  see “Recommended Readings” on page 59) studies
provide useful perspectives on language conversion:

• Terekhov and Verhoef [21]  discuss language conversion in general;

• Middleton [13]  studied 16 organizations that considered converting applications to a higher-
level (4GL) language.

In both cases, the authors observe that conversions require very careful investigation, planning,
and preparation, and that the results are usually disappointing.

Assembler Language programs are closely tied to the architecture of their hosting system, so it is
reasonable to assume that a converted program will run on the same system. Conversion prob-
lems are complex, even when no change is made to the hosting platform. If different hardware
architecture and operating system environments are targeted, many additional (and serious) prob-
lems must be addressed.

If an entire application need not be converted — because only small portions such as callable sub-
routines are written in Assembler Language — then conversion to another language may not be
required. Converting assembler subroutines (of HLL applications) to execute correctly in new
environments (such as the OS/390* and z/OS “Language Environment”, LE) is fairly straightfor-
ward, and has been documented in various IBM manuals [26,35,36]  and SHARE presentations.
[43]

Remember that “Any decision maker considering language or dialect conversions to solve a
problem should realize that the problems that are perceived to be solved by the conversion will be
replaced by other, perhaps more intricate, problems.” [21]  (Emphasis added.)

Many observers have noted that conversion by hand — rewriting the application — requires know-
ledge of both languages. [46]
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Planning and preparing for language conversion
Converting an application from one language to another (whether done automatically or manu-
ally) requires analysis of a broad range of factors. While these topics were deferred in discussing
automatic conversion (Scenario 3), they apply equally well there as well as to manual rewriting
(Scenario 4), to be examined here.

Topics to be discussed include:

• choice of target language
• preparing for rewriting
• understanding the application
• typical convertibility problems
• quality of the converted code.

Choice of target language

(4) Choice of target language
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• This may not always be obvious!

− Choice of language has little effect on productivity, maintenance costs

− Recommended languages change with IT-industry fashions

− Specialized languages are less flexible; general languages may be complex

• Language must support correct data types, computational behavior

• Similarity of old/new syntax/semantics may not help

− Important differences are much harder to detect

• Dissimilarity of old/new syntax/semantics a possible problem

− New language may be inflexible

− Excess of features easy to misuse

• PC-popular languages may not be appropriate for mainframes

The choice of the “final” language — to which the application will be converted — is critical, as it
must be able to accommodate the data types of the original language, its computational behavior,
and also be understandable, modifiable, and maintainable. Unfortunately, the “latest technology”
or “language du jour” changes every few years, each promising to make programming easier,
faster, more reliable; this adds to the difficulty of a viable choice.

To simplify conversion, it is natural to expect that the new language should be close to the ori-
ginal language in syntax and semantics. “The converse of this... statement... that conversion
between similar languages would be easy, is not at all true. ...conversion is always intricate.” [21]
(Emphasis in original)

Close affinity between the original and new languages may cause other difficult problems:

...a possible misconception that syntactic equality between language constructs of different
languages or dialects would be a useful indicator of the complexity of a conversion project
— that the more equal that languages are, the more easy a conversion would be. In fact, it
is a very non-intuitive measure for complexity of language conversions because the more
syntactically similar equal languages are, the more difficult it becomes to detect differ-
ences. In addition to all the language conversion problems we have, we must also deal
with semantic differences that we cannot even detect syntactically. [21]
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However, lower affinity between the two also appears to increase conversion problems. Jeffrey
Voas [22]  comments: “...the current craze — object-oriented languages — provides threads,
polymorphism, inheritance, encapsulation, information hiding, and so on. These features cause
serious problems when misused. You could argue that these complicated languages are making it
harder to build quality software than if we used older languages that were less feature-rich.”

Most programming languages embody a conceptual model that shapes the way you think about
programming. For example, many procedural languages may manipulate data structures as
normal entities, while object-oriented languages may enforce “method” interfaces to access such
related pieces of data. Rewriting procedural language code in an object-oriented language may be
quite difficult.

It is sometimes amusing to note that many “modern” programming techniques are simply old
ones with new names. Subroutines have become “methods”, local variables are now “private
types”, modularity is “encapsulation”, and limited sharing of data structures is “information
hiding”. Adequate program development discipline with existing languages can provide most of
the benefits claimed for “modern” languages.

Many languages have been recommended by influential authors. To quote Middleton [13]  again:
“...frequent advertisements... feature slogans that relate development performance to the language
used. ... There are many tasks required to construct an information system and programming is
only one of them.”

• Brooks' 1975 recommendation for a high level language was the following: “The only reason-
able candidate today is PL/I.”

• Boehm selects Pascal and Ada as “The strongest choice for enhancing productivity in the long
run.”

• Boddie recommends “Pascal, C, PL/I, or any of the Algol derivatives”....

In fact, the choice of a new language may have relatively little effect on productivity. Boehm's
analysis (cited in [13]) of how programmers spend their time shows that they spend only 13% of
their time writing programs. A detailed study by Prechelt found that the choice of language is not
as significant a productivity factor as programmer ability. [16]

Hoped-for benefits of HLLs may be difficult to realize. Middleton [13]  observes “But as lan-
guages become more specialized they become more inflexible. It is therefore apparent that a trade
off is necessary between the level of a language, its merits for assisting in the production of reliable
programs and its general applicability.” Conversely, a complex, powerful language may hide pit-
falls for the inexperienced.

Languages whose value was proven on PCs may not work well for mainframe applications: on
workstations,

• performance isn't as important, and measurements and tuning may not reflect mainframe
behavior;

• data requirements are modest;
• stability and recoverability aren't as critical;
• user interfaces tend to be much more important than underlying function.

Similarly, PC-based operating systems often do not support major business requirements such as
batch processing and high transaction volumes.
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Preparing for rewriting in a new language

(4) Preparing for rewriting in a new language
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• Document what the application does: you'll need it first

− What business rules are implemented by the code?

• Document how the application does what it does

− Re-structure and (re-)comment the source code
•  Existing documentat ion may be unrel iable
•  Make sure names are meaningful !

− Determine internal/external data, user-interface interactions

− Note potential convertibil i ty problems

− Isolate system-service interfaces to a single module

• Assess requirements for changes to support tools, procedures, etc.

− Organize and verify test suites for before/after testing

− Plan for extensive restructuring before and after conversion

• Document what the application does, and why: you'll need it later

The most important step in preparing to convert an application to a new language is to under-
stand fully what the application does, and why. This must include not only the low-level state-
ment logic of each module, but also the functions of each internal procedure, the functions of the
module itself (including the business rules it embodies), and also the interactions of the module
with others in the application, and their interactions with user interfaces and with internal and
external shared execution data. [46]  As Ruetz notes, “Time spent understanding existing systems
before making a decision regarding any modernization effort is the best IT investment an organ-
ization can make. ... The only way to truly know what you have and how it all works together is
to do a complete audit.” [18]

Without this detailed documentation and a solid understanding of the application's role in the
business, it will be very difficult to be sure the rewritten code performs the same functions as the
original. Cole adds, “Thorough documentation cannot be overstressed! Without it, it will cost
more for successor programmers to understand, fix, and upgrade your code. ... Subroutine inter-
faces need to be thoroughly documented. Header commentary should be written to describe the
subroutine's purpose, its environment, its inputs, its outputs, and its various return conditions. It
should not be necessary to read the subroutine's code to determine either how to use it or what
its actions and effects are upon the environment.” [38]

McKendrick reinforces this point: in studying a COBOL-to-Java conversion, he commented “The
learning curve is a big issue here. The Java re-write took the longest time because the Java pro-
grammer was unfamiliar with the underlying COBOL code and business rules.” [12]  Similarly,
from Whittaker: “The only hope for understanding programs is good documentation of control
structure blocks and detailed descriptions of the purpose and use of data structures. Moreover,
effective documentation must often go beyond this detail and include design rationale and, even
more important for maintainability, the reasons against alternative designs.” [25]

“Converting application software from one language to another is usually done to simplify main-
tenance. Therefore, the target source texts must be well structured, contain as little global data as
possible, and so on. Since source language problems rarely comply with these requirements, any
sensible language conversion should first start with extensive restructuring — despite the problems
you will encounter with the classical restructuring tools.” [21]

During reorganization, it often helps to ensure that interfaces to system services (such as I/O,
date/time, storage management) are isolated to a single module. Specialized skills may be needed
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to convert such functions, so putting them in a single module will help simplify conversion of the
others.

Feldman and Friedman [3]  observe that the knowledge required for conversion “includes know-
ledge of general programming constructs, data types, algorithms, and programming clichés.
However, to use the meaning of names one must have understanding of technical terminology,
[application]  domain knowledge, and some form of natural language understanding, which is dif-
ficult in itself.... The same applies to documentation. Moreover, variable names and [existing]
documentation are not necessarily correct. Another kind of knowledge that might be useful to a
human programmer is an understanding of the program's goal.” Such knowledge may only be
implicitly understood, as “company lore”.

The effort involved in restructuring and documenting the application is valuable in its own right,
and may provide sufficient reasons to entirely avoid rewriting the application. We will discuss this
possibility in “Scenario 5: Modernize and maintain the application” on page 38.

Planning for conversion must therefore include estimates of the pre-conversion effort needed to
achieve satisfactory convertibility. “In most conversions, restructuring is prerequisite to what we
call the syntax swap, where we swap the syntax of the precooked, restructured original code with
the target syntax. This is a relatively easy step. The swapped programs are usually ugly, so
another heavy restructuring phase in the target language is necessary to make the new syntax look
as much as possible like native code.” [21]

Program analysis, understanding and restructuring

(4) Program analysis, understanding and restructuring
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• Several tools can help with AL (see slide 35)

• For single or linked modules:

− A graphic “program understander” to display control f lows

− A symbolic debugger to track code and data flows

• For inter-module control flows, shared-data references

− A source, macro, INCLUDE/COPY-file cross-referencer

• Look for “macro-instruction” opportunit ies

− Encapsulate recognizable HLL-like actions, rewrite them as macros

•  looping, if-then-else, conversions, repeated cl ichés, ...

• Be sure to annotate and document the “Why” factors
( and the “Why Not” factors!)

Understanding any program can be difficult. As Brooks [1]  notes, “...software is very difficult to
visualize. Whether one diagrams control flow, variable-scope nesting, variable cross-references,
data flow, hierarchical data structures, or whatever, one feels only one dimension of the intricately
interlocked software elephant.”

Johnstone [8]  recommends understanding control flow as a starting point: “The analysis of
assembly code to provide a high level control flow view in terms of the usual high level looping
and selection constructs is of great assistance to high level language programmers who are
attempting to understand and port low-level code as part of a system re-engineering project.”
Such analysis can be greatly simplified by using Structured-Programming macros. [30,42]
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Because manual analysis of Assembler Language programs can be very tedious, you should utilize
available tools and products to help. Several of these, including a graphic display of control flows,
are described briefly in “High Level Assembler Toolkit Feature” on page 44.

• For individual modules, or sets of modules linked together, you can view control flows within
and among modules using the Toolkit's Program Understanding Tool. It allows you to view
the flow graph at different levels of detail and magnification, and at the same time view the
source statements corresponding to each node in the graph.

While a graphic program understanding tool does not show data flows, you can trace
execution-time behavior of both data and instruction flows with an interactive debugger such
as the Toolkit's Interactive Debug Facility, which provides fully symbolic displays of source
code and variables.

A typical low-level control and data flow analysis “(as recognized by conversion tools and
flow-graph displays) doesn't contain information about the many levels of application,
module, and program design” [31]  so you will want to add information about the overall
intent of the application to its documentation.

• For multi-module application suites, a general source code cross-reference utility (such as the
Toolkit's Cross-Reference Facility) can scan source and macro libraries and report inter-
program references, uses of symbols; this can be especially important when multiple modules
share references to common data structures using the same names.

Because such “inter-module reference tools provide only minimal high-level ‘linkage’ con-
nection information, but not information about why” [32]  you will want to add documenta-
tion describing the purpose and function of each module being analyzed.

A very useful aspect of this application analysis is to identify commonly repeated code sequences,
such as loops, if-then-else branches, flag setting and testing, data manipulations, and the like —
that is, “programming clichés” — typical of the application. If these are carefully annotated, or
even better, rewritten using macro instructions, they will be much easier to rewrite in the target
language. Two tutorials [41,42]  provide useful guidelines.

Convertibility and conversion problems

(4) Convertibility and conversion problems
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• Target language characteristics

− Do programs require a “main” entry?

− Do local variables retain last-used state?

− Are overflow and other exception conditions detected?
Are they correctable?

• Data representations and structure mappings

• Internal and external control flows

− Linkage, parameter passing, status preservation conventions

• Assembler Language usage

− Specialized instructions

− Conditional assembly and macros

• Considerable rewriting may be required

Many factors must be considered before attempting a manual or automatic conversion. For
example, code may need “preparation”:
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• data mappings may need clarification or reorganization

• control flows may need modification to be recognizable

• dependences on the host system (hardware and operating system) may need to be localized or
removed

• subroutine and external-program linkages may have to be modified or standardized

• exception conditions may be signaled and handled very differently

• conditional assembly statements and macros may need change

• peculiarities of the “target” language may need accommodation.

This effort should be included in estimates of conversion costs.

Feldman and Friedman note that “ [direct translation required]  extensive re-writing of the original
assembly-language sources... eradication of techniques that have no parallel in high-level
languages... and the use of macros for structured programming constructs.... Many patterns of
coding were outlawed, and others had to be replaced by special macros. The result was that the
complete sources had to be carefully inspected and extensively modified, requiring a heavy invest-
ment of painstaking (and boring) effort by the original programmers.”

• “The existing code often embodies numerous hidden assumptions about its environment;
these assumptions need to be discovered and modified in order to allow porting to other envi-
ronments in which they do not hold.”

• “Some manual preparation of the assembly-language sources was clearly necessary, since they
contain self-modifying code and other non-portable techniques.” [3]

These observations indicate that conversion is a lengthy multistage process, and the costs of each
stage must be considered.

The language to which an Assembler Language program is to be converted may have its own
idiosyncrasies that must be accommodated. For example:

• COBOL programs don't necessarily have a main; C programs commonly do.

• The target language may rely on frequent library calls.

• The language may or may not provide controls for overflow checking.

• “Holes” and misalignments in structure allocations may be less evident, leading to data over-
writing.

• Pointer code may be machine-dependent, again requiring knowing the characteristics of the
target machine's architecture.

• Local variables on a stack may be re-initialized on each entry; but some languages require
retaining the last-used state for procedure variables.

• Declaring variables “register” in the C language requires hardware knowledge, and may have a
possible impact on the compiler and its optimizations.

• Every language has its eccentricities, some of which may not be evident until long after sub-
stantial effort has been spent on a conversion.

Lemieux [10]  provides additional discussion of these points.

Evidently, there are many reasons why accurate behavioral equivalence is difficult to achieve.
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Data

(4) Convertibility and conversion problems: data
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• Verify correct mappings of all

− data types: lengths, representations, character strings

− data structures: arrays, structures (alignment, gaps)

− immediate operands

• Check for operations involving internal data representations

− character encoding, collating sequence, and byte-order dependences

− type equivalences

− sign representations and sign positions

− address arithmetic

− logic testing of multiple bits per byte

• Verify recognition and handling of data-exception conditions

• Watch out for (probable) side-effects

Correct mapping of data types and layouts is often critical to reliable conversion, and may be
difficult to achieve: “...programming languages usually have idiosyncratic data type conventions.”
[21]  For example, data differences include different representations of integers (different default
lengths) and characters (C's null-terminated strings, PL/I's length-prefixed strings); immediate
operands in IBM mainframe instructions; array mappings; signed vs. unsigned arithmetic; and
implicit or expected type equivalences (e.g. between integers and addresses or between integers
and characters).

Different floating point data representations can lead to unexpected results. Patterson notes:
“...floating point values ... are close; not identical. ...While this difference is quite minute it does
cause models to diverge. Simple tests will usually match exactly, but longer running models will
tend to diverge gradually.” [15]

Data mappings may be especially difficult to convert if the target HLL and machine have different
representations for internal data types. Different character set encodings and byte orderings may
complicate record and field comparisons, as well as record I/O between systems. Patterson com-
ments: “Of greater difficulty ... is the reverse byte problem. ... on the S/390, as long as numbers
are positive, there is no need to distinguish between sorting of comparing on strings or numbers.
On the Intel platform that is patently NOT the case. Numbers must be compared from right to
left and strings from left to right.” [15]

“To preserve the program's semantic correctness, the target types ought to have the same internal
representation as the source ones.” [21]  If the internal representations differ, many problems will
arise that must be painstakingly detected and corrected. Similarly, you should not expect that
similar but not identical data representations will work: “...it is dangerous to map data types of
one language to an approximate data type in the target language....” [21]

Type equivalences are another source of problems: “Special difficulties are caused by operations
involving the internal representation of variables as well as other operations interacting with
memory. ...Solving the problems of unexpected side effects with data types is one of the realities
of language conversions.” [21]

One of the worst approaches is to emulate an arithmetic construct from the original language in
other types in the final language. You must then ask (and methodically verify): “...if we use
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emulated data types in a native arithmetic construct of a converted program, is the result correct?”
[21]  Such testing must include boundary and overflow conditions.

Internal and external control flow

(4) Convertibility and conversion problems: control flow
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• Procedural logic may utilize knowledge of data types/layouts

• Control flow may not easily map to HLL statements

− HLL may not express or support Assembler Language program structures

− Assembler Language programs use very f lexible structuring and call/return
mechanisms

• Status-preservation rules may differ

• Argument-passing and value-return mechanisms

− Procedure status indicators in registers or storage

• Ensure correct mappings for data shared among modules

• Check for exception signaling and handling differences

Procedural code conversion is usually tightly coupled with the conversion of the data types
involved in the procedural code, especially when the procedural code is sensitive to data type
representations and layouts.

Conversion tools usually try to identify common control structures (as formalized by advocates of
Structured Programming), as well as regular forms of calls among routines. This may not be easy.
For example, Johnstone et al. [8]  offer this definition: “A reducible structure is one in which all
control flow paths enter via a single node and exit to a single successor node.” They then observe
“...we have found assembler programs in which as many as 21% of the functions in an applica-
tion contain non-reducible control flow. We have also found that the function call structure of
these programs is more complex than allowed by most high level languages....”

Johnstone also found that “Control flow in our programs is not neatly partitioned into inter- and
intra-procedural components. Compilers typically maintain separate call graphs which represent
the call hierarchy between functions and flow graphs which represent the flow of control within
individual functions. ...assembler programs often intermix calls and jumps to the same parts of the
application.... A casual examination of hand-written assembler code shows that it is not safe to
assume that all functions are single entry.” [8]

Other details are important: programs have “meta-behaviors” such as return codes that may or
may not be converted correctly. Similarly, “Internal subroutines usually employ idiosyncratic
conventions about passing arguments and results in registers, and about which registers are saved
across calls.” [3]  A conversion tool may have difficulty recognizing these situations and con-
verting them to equivalent HLL code.

Assembler Language coding provides many choices among efficient program structures. For
example, selecting a choice may involve a sequence of IF/ELSE groups, or a “switch” structure;
the intended target HLL may not provide a similar choice of structured-programming constructs
of equivalent capability or efficiency.

The IBM mainframe architecture “...allows the target of a jump or call to be held in a register: a
so-called indirect jump. Such instructions are potentially the source of great difficulty when
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[converting or]  reverse compiling because they allow the run-time computation of a control flow
target.” [8]  Such coding may be the best form of an Assembler Language programming solution,
but may have no HLL equivalent.

Internal procedures may provide status indicators in registers or flags in storage, or by returning
special values; these may create problems if the target HLL has no equivalent capability.

Conversion tools and processes typically operate on one source module at a time, and have diffi-
culties in determining interactions among multiple separately assembled modules — and Assembler
Language applications are rarely single modules. Any sizeable application will, for example,

• share external data structures

• call among modules passing arguments by value, reference, or in registers

• rely on special modules for services and error handling.

Such behaviors must be accounted for carefully.

Assembler Language itself

(4) Convertibility and conversion problems: Assembler Language
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• Hardware architecture differences

• Multiple branches following a Condition Code setting

− Especially if the CC-setting instruction has side-effects (TRT, EDMK, ...)

• Code with absolute base/displacement assignments

− May require changing instructions, data declarations

• Self-modifying code

− Yes, it still happens from time to time...

• Efficient code sequences

• Need to distinguish literals vs. DCs (“constants” vs. “ ini t ial  values”)

• Conditional assembly

− Open code, macros may not be easy to convert

As noted previously, conversions are far more difficult if the original and new hardware architec-
tures differ. For example: moving from a register-based to a stack-based machine; from a flat
memory to a segmented memory architecture; and so on. Data representation differences may
also complicate matters, so for sake of simplicity we assume conversion is within a single architec-
ture family. (See [3]  for further discussion.)

One case in which converted code is likely to be duplicated is when the Condition Code is tested
twice (or more), and the predicate being tested does not involve a side effect or a lengthy compu-
tation. [3]  That is, subsequent branches may test it more than once. For example:

- - - a computation that sets the CC
BP High branch if positive
BZ Zero branch if zero
BM Minus branch if negative

Higher-level languages typically test only one “condition” in a conditional statement; a converter
may need to replicate the computation that set the Condition Code for each branch condition. If
the computation has side effects, the conversion may be especially difficult.
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Some Assembler Language coding techniques can impede conversion:

• If one has coded absolute base-displacement addresses instead of using symbolic names,
changes will undoubtedly be required to both the instructions and to the data declarations.

• “Certain assembly-language programming techniques, such as self-modifying code, have no
parallel in high-level languages and are even bad practice in assembly language.... Still, there is
the question of identifying them....” [3]

Assembler Language programs may have been written to take advantage of specific efficiencies,
such as arranging instructions to achieve the best use of the machine's pipeline. Such instruction
sequences may be difficult to handle.

A common Assembler Language practice is to calculate a symbolic constant from an expression
during assembly time, placing the result in an A-type constant. This may confuse a converter that
can't distinguish absolute and relocatable expressions.

Conditional assembly

The IBM Assembler Language supports a powerful conditional assembly and macro capability
that greatly increases the expressive power of the language. Macros and conditional assembly
constructs can be very difficult to recognize and transform to HLL equivalents, even though they
may express “high level” concepts.

Feldman and Friedman [3]  found “no evidence of handling conditional assembly statements” in
their survey of conversion tools, and “solved” the macro problem by working “on the expansion
of whatever macros there are.”

Unfortunately, this technique loses the higher-level abstraction embodied in the macro, and may
make conversion even more difficult. Going beyond this simple approach (which loses the
higher-level intent of the macros) “requires manual analysis of the macro libraries and coding their
intent in a suitable formalism.” [3]  This extra effort must be considered before conversion.

Macro instructions that support standard structured programming constructs may be difficult for
automated tools to convert to equivalent usage in other languages, even though their intent is
usually obvious.
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Quality of converted code

(4) Quality of the converted code
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• Validity: is it correct, does it give the same results?

− The single most critical acceptance criterion

• Size

− Growth (possibly substantial) may cause other problems

• Performance

− Tuning may be difficult; requires tinkering, knowledge of AL

• Understandabil i ty and maintainabil i ty

− A main reason for attempting a conversion

− May not improve much, and may be (much) worse

• Debuggabil i ty

− Almost always requires knowledge of AL and HLL!

Many factors influence the quality of the converted program; we discuss some of them here.

Validity

The most important requirement of code conversion is that the converted programs have the
same behavior as the original code. If this is not the case, new problems are introduced. As Voas
observes, “‘Good’ is not a measure of how the code is structured or looks; good is an assertion
that the semantics of the function that the code computes is the code's intended function.” [22]

Even when programs appear to be converted successfully, checking the behavior of the resulting
program may be difficult. “Any language construct that can be abused will be abused. These
so-called clever uses of programming language constructs can lead to unexpected discrepancies
between the input-output behavior of the original code and the converted code. There are prob-
lems associated with overflow, type casting, and other complicated type manipulations.” [21]

Similarly, “Optimizing C compilers usually have an ‘escape clause’ that causes them to ignore
aliasing. This can solve the optimization problem, at the expense of potentially introducing subtle
compilation errors into the resulting code.” [3]

Size

Size is important! Code size expansion is normal for compiled code, compared to its Assembler
Language equivalent. Even if the performance of the converted code is acceptable, growth in size
will impact overall system performance. As Middleton found, “The need for more powerful hard-
ware had been anticipated.... But what had been a surprise was the extent of the knock-on
effects. The increased processing capacity required of the computers lengthened the procurement
cycle, raised the accommodation costs for the machine and rendered large numbers of microcom-
puters obsolete.” [13]

One successful conversion used an example of a small (textbook) assembler routine that created
90 bytes of object code: when translated to a C program, it occupied 2465 bytes. [3]
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Performance

It is reasonable to expect roughly equivalent performance from the converted program, but it is
rarely the case that converted code will perform as well as the original. One of the better conver-
sion tools [3]  produced “...translated C code [ that ]  was only three times slower than the original,
which in our opinion is quite reasonable for such translation.” (Emphasis added) In addition, as
Middleton's study [13]  showed: “It was not enough for a language to be available for a particular
operating system; it also had to have adequate performance to be usable in practice. [The organ-
izations studied]  were therefore required to spend money on substantial equipment upgrades.”

Tuning the converted code may be difficult: you will need to examine the generated object code
to determine inefficiencies (which, of course, implies a need to understand assembler!). For
example, Lemieux [10]  provides these interesting suggestions in migrating assembler to C:

• “To maximize the efficiency of programs written in C, think, ‘How would this be imple-
mented in assembly language?’ Learn how the compiler is implementing the various aspects of
C, and use this knowledge when writing C code.”

• “Some of the features of C are just not worth the overhead cost in RAM, ROM, and
throughput. Learn what these are and avoid them at all costs.”

Performance expert Paula Hesketh [45]  notes that

• Converting assembler to C++ can be 40-150 times slower if poorly designed
• C++ “tricks” are almost always slow; even normal techniques can lead to inefficient code.

All this is not to imply that there's no escaping assembly-language concerns and knowledge; but
equivalent understanding of the performance effects of various HLL constructs may require
lengthy experience with the target language's compiler and run-time library, as well as a supply of
sophisticated performance-analysis tools.

Understandability and maintainability

One of the most serious problems with converted code is that it tends to look like neither the
original nor the target language, but a peculiar hybrid of both. “Although the outcome of conver-
sion should ideally be code that acts as if it is written in the target language and uses the target
language's features and idiom, actual converted programs often retain the idiom of the source lan-
guage...”. [21]  Thus, you will probably need to know both assembler and the target language to
understand the result, which you must expect to be harder to maintain and enhance than the ori-
ginal. Feldman [3]  noted “an explanation facility that will allow programmers to understand the
relationship between the original source and the translated code was found to be necessary.”

A major rework/rewrite effort will probably be required to make it “look like” the new language.
Unfortunately, this revision effort may create new bugs and new behaviors that require further
work. The better the translator “does its job, the harder it is to understand the relationship
between its input and output.” [3]

Explanatory comments in the original code may be lost, or have little relevance to the converted
HLL code. Cifuentes [2]  comments “Human resources are required to enhance the documenta-
tion and readability of the recovered code, and lift it up to a maintainable level.”

Debuggability

It is a fact of life that programmers often must know the Assembler Language “level” of code to
debug it accurately, despite the desirability of debugging at the HLL level. Feldman [3]  observes
“Another problem we discovered is the difficulty of debugging the code produced by Bogart.... As
a result, the original assembly-language programmers found it harder to debug Bogart's code.” [3]

Modern debuggers may be able to provide insights at the “high” level of the HLL to which the
original program was converted; but since the new program may retain much of the flavor of the
original, it may be necessary to know both languages. In addition, HLL debuggers are more
complex and sophisticated, which may imply greater development-environment software costs.
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(4) Rewrite the application in a HLL: summary
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• Conversions usually underestimate difficulties, time, people, etc.

− Extensive project planning, technical preparation

− Language and data typing differences involve many subtleties

•  data types/structures, value ranges, record layouts, byte order

− Difficult to find and fix conversion problems

− Testing rarely uncovers latent errors

• Analyze and document the existing code!

− Always a valuable activity, whatever else happens

− Opportunity to reorganize, modularize, understand the application

• Research recommends not  converting languages

• What if you don't convert? See Scenario (5) ...

Converting applications to a different language — whether from Assembler Language to an HLL
or from one HLL to another — is always a complex and difficult task. Project managers should
expect cost and time overruns (and prepare for related political issues). Healton recommends:
“Include schedule time and people resources to absorb a small failure. Schedule compression or
critical deadlines are high risk factors to a project planning to deploy a new paradigm or toolkit.
Planning for failure also provides a contingency margin that can be used for improving the quality
of the project product.” [5]

The scope and variety of problems to be encountered is very large, ranging from data represen-
tation differences to the need for nearly exhaustive testing (which may not have been done for the
original application, implying a requirement for writing new test cases). Some experienced pro-
grammers [46]  offer these points to consider:

• Acceptable performance in a HLL may require substantial reorganization of the application.

• Language complexity easily hides expensive but obviously attractive features.

• Programmers have to know what the compiler can and will do with a given source construct.

• Fixing performance problems requires (a) knowing assembler, and (b) how the HLL maps
data and code to assembler instructions.

• Compiler bugs are generally invisible.

In addition to the conversion effort itself, the development environment will need to be updated.
Healton comments: “Efforts to interface new application development, using new paradigms, to
legacy systems generally involve the deployment of the newer development tools at the same time.
Adding new tools without new process and training times will decrease productivity on a project
rather than lower its risk.” [5]

Siy notes “Large programs invariably need documentation.” [19]  Thus, the most valuable part of
assessing the feasibility of a conversion project is the analysis, documentation, and understanding
of the application. This may actually provide enough information that the application can easily
be reorganized and modularized, thus avoiding the need to rewriting it.

This option is discussed in the following “Scenario 5: Modernize and maintain the application”
on page 38.
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Summary of language conversion issues

Summary of language conversion issues, scenarios (3) and (4)
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• Organization and management concerns

− Don't expect more than minor improvements; things may be worse

• Staffing and skills

− Largest burden falls on skil led, experienced staff

− Dual-language knowledge required

− Conversion effort typically stressful, especially for key personnel

• Technical issues

− Typically must rewrite/enhance test suite, and validate it

− Great volume of tiny details

− Cannot rely on compilers to “optimize everything”

• Financial factors

− Potential requirement for hardware upgrades, new software

− Lost-opportunity costs

Whether you attempt automated or manual conversion, similar considerations apply. The reali-
ties of language and dialect conversion projects can be summarized in Terekhov's five rules of
thumb: [21]
• Conversions are difficult.
• Conversions are always more difficult than you think.
• The more semantic equivalence is necessary, the more impossible it gets.
• Going from a rich language to a minimal language is impossible.
• Easy conversion is an oxymoron.

Organizations should not set expectations too high. Researchers and practitioners have reported
few benefits from language migration:

• “Given all these problems, we find it hard to believe that converted programs are more main-
tainable, change-enabled, contemporary, component-based, or any other qualification that is
often heard as primary reason for a language conversion.” [21]

• Similarly, there may be little difference in maintainability: Wang et al. [23]  report that
“Maintenance costs are not sensitive to programming language.”

• “Few proposals for re-engineering of legacy code have been reduced to practical applications
or tools.” [3]

• “...we have relied too heavily on the ‘language of the day’ to solve problems that we could
not solve using yesterday's language, and because our problems were never language-related,
we naturally failed.” [22]

• “4th Generation Languages also added layers of services that made both environment debug-
ging more difficult and confused programmers accustomed to earlier paradigms.” [5]

• “The ten organizations that had moved [ to a new language]  had accumulated experience from
this. ...The feelings were generally negative.” [13]

Changing to a new language will require additional staff knowledge and effort:

• The task requires precise understanding and documentation of the original code from the
highest to lowest levels of detail, and the new code requires exhaustive “equivalence” testing
against original code.

• The most experienced and knowledgeable staff will have major responsibilities for the success
of the conversion, which may not be the best use of their skills. As Healton observes, “Per-
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sonnel with extensive knowledge of the legacy application will be used during analysis, design,
development, testing, and implementation. For all but the simplest applications, senior level
personnel must be dedicated to the effort. They provide the single best method for gathering
specific information on the legacy application. In their absence, additional task resources must
be allocated to the documentation tasks....” [5]

• Deep familiarity with both the original and target languages is critical to successful migration;
such knowledge is rare, and often under-appreciated.

• “The essence of re-engineering is getting all the gory details right — and the list of annoying
issues that must be taken care of is endless.” [21]

• “Practice showed that manual work that could not be automatically verified produced some
of the most elusive errors. ... This is an important lesson: extensive manual work is not only
harmful for the resources it requires, it may also endanger the whole translation enterprise.”
[3]

The size, scope, and complexity of the conversion task are often underestimated; this may add to
the worries of staff, management, and financial controllers.

Optimizing compilers cannot be expected to correct problems in translated code. Many experi-
enced programmers have commented: [46]
• A good optimizing compiler lessens the need for knowledge of the hardware a bit, but may

require a deeper knowledge of the compiler to achieve that optimization. And a top-notch
programmer would want to verify that the optimization lived up to the hype — requiring
knowledge of the hardware.

• An optimizing compiler must deal with the language in which a procedure has been coded,
which may or may not clearly convey the programmer's intent.

• Compilers may need to implement machine primitives unfamiliar to the language designers by
using added layers of language structures or run-time library functions.

• The coder can (and must) understand the behavior of the application when it will be used in
production by consulting end users; he cannot rely on the compiler to “optimize” an inaccu-
rate design.

• ...the human programmer has an advantage over even the best optimizing compiler. The
human being can talk to the end user and understand the application rather than just opti-
mize some code in a vacuum.

• Coders must often torture the programming language to get the desired object code. This
process violates language “purity” and “cleanliness”, and may violate language standards.

In addition to language changes, many planning and control mechanisms will need revision. As
Middleton found, “Yet the changing of the language used can require alterations to estimating,
project management and procurement procedures. This is necessary to work with the new lan-
guage, but may not bring any new advantages.” [13]

All the factors mentioned previously will have financial impacts, many of which are difficult to
estimate (and, possibly, control). One of the least understood is the concomitant loss of enhance-
ment opportunity: original code must be frozen so that regression testing can be done; you can't
upgrade the existing code at same time as you are working on revising the converted code. Simi-
larly, conversion introduces new bugs that must be regression-tested, for every increment to every
application against the existing version. It is difficult to resist the inevitable temptation to add
new function during the changes (which then leads to more testing problems).

If you still want to attempt conversion, the guidelines (on page 17) suggested by Terekhov and
Verhoef may be helpful. To which they add:

• “Thus, we hope that more people will accept the realities of language conversions and that
decision makers will limit their expectations regarding both the quality and the semantic
equivalence of converted code. We also hope that software developers will use our and their
own examples as an antidote to the technological quackery of language conversion vendors.”

• “As soon as we realize that language conversions are as easy as turning a sausage into a pig,
our mind-sets are ready to attack the problem and considerable progress becomes possible.”
[21]

Pitfalls in one language can be replaced by different pitfalls in a new language.
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Scenario 5: Modernize and maintain the application
This scenario is very likely to provide greater benefits and lower overall costs than any of the
preceding four scenarios.

(5) Modernize and maintain the application
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• Best option may be to modernize without migration

− Rewriting in a new language adds no net value

• Analyzing/understanding the application (slide 22) always adds value

− May have done the really useful work already!

• Modern assembler and support tools help considerably (slides 34,35)

• Application enhancements can be done incrementally

− Statements, code blocks, procedures, modules, data structures

− Current test suites need no changes (a major benefit!)

• Macro instructions capture repetitive code sequences

− Structured-programming constructs easy to add; simplify maintenance

− Reduce the “gap” between abstraction and expression

Time and energy invested in understanding and documenting an application are always well spent,
even if no conversion is intended. In fact, the restructuring needed for a prospective conversion
may be sufficient to make the original code more maintainable! The preparatory actions
described in “Preparing for rewriting in a new language” on page 25 may be all that's needed to
satisfy most requirements for improved productivity and maintainability. Rosenbloom com-
ments: “Reusing the logic and data in a legacy system makes use of an existing investment. ...
The legacy business logic can be used unchanged, with its proven business rules intact. Less
testing is required than with replacement or replication, since there's far less new code. With no
code or data replication, there are no problems with data synchronization; all information is syn-
chronized by definition.” [17]

Modern technologies can help with enhancements to Assembler Language applications:

• Enhancements to the High Level Assembler and its language can greatly simplify and clarify
“legacy” Assembler Language code; we will review these in “High Level Assembler” on
page 41.

• New tools supporting Assembler Language can provide insights into application behavior,
both for individual modules and for applications involving multiple, linked modules, to assist
with many types of reorganization. Some of these tools have wider uses for other languages
and file types, as well. “High Level Assembler Toolkit Feature” on page 44 provides a brief
overview.

A key factor in modernization is that it can be done incrementally: individual statements, blocks
of code, procedures, modules, external data, and entire applications can be updated, tested, and
accepted in steps as small or large as you are comfortable with; existing test suites need not be
changed. Some changes can even be verified simply by comparing the assembled object files, if
the generated object code hasn't been changed (except perhaps for embedded time/date stamps).

Frequently-repeated code sequences are profitably replaced by macro instructions. These simplify
the code while raising the level of expressiveness of those statements. (Some Assembler Language
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users have reported that replacing “in-line” code with Structured Programming macros has
reduced maintenance costs by factors of 2 to 4.)

(5) Modernize and maintain the application ...
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• Organization and management concerns

− Minimal disruption of internal processes, external business activity

− Existing investments preserved, minimal testing costs

• Staffing and skills

− Easy-to-learn modern techniques can increase productivity

• Technical issues

− Improved product quality

− No degradation of efficiency, code size

− Modernization updates easy to validate; can do incrementally

• Financial factors

− No lost-opportunity costs

− No forced upgrades to hardware and software

Modernizing and maintaining an existing Assembler Language application offers many advantages
over replacement or conversion:

• Organization and management concerns

− Existing procedures for planning, estimating, and controlling development procedures
need not be changed.

− Current business activities are not disrupted, and delays in implementing new market
requirements are minimized.

− Existing investments in code, procedures, and skills are preserved.
− Testing costs for modernized applications are much lower than for converted code.

• Staffing and skills

− Existing skills are easily upgraded to take advantage of modern Assembler Language pro-
gramming techniques.

− There is no degradation in productivity (and morale) caused by having to do “busy
work”.

− Skilled senior programmers can create packages of application-specific macro-instructions
that greatly simplify the ongoing work of application developers.

• Technical issues

− Long-term benefits from improved documentation and application restructuring include
better code quality, understandability, flexibility, and maintainability.

− There are no changes to application size or efficiency due to the behavior of compilers
and run-time libraries. A related benefit is that there is no impact on the applications of
new operating system and language-product releases.

− During the period of program modernization and restructuring, changes to the code are
very easy to validate, and can be made incrementally.

• Financial factors

− Because the current application can be kept “in place”, there are no lost business oppor-
tunities caused by language-change requirements to freeze the code during the migration
period.

− There are no “knock-on” costs caused by having to upgrade to new hardware or software.
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(5) Modernize and maintain the application: summary
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• Large benefits from “code clean-up”

− Documentation, modularization immediately beneficial

• Modern tools/techniques improve understandabil i ty, maintainabil i ty

− Program analysis and restructuring tools provide useful insights

− Structured-programming macros can be introduced at minimal cost

− Application macros reduce coding burdens, increase clarity

•  Business-specif ic terminology and data types

• Lowest risk and invasiveness of all five scenarios

− Least impact on staff, processes, end users

Analyzing and documenting existing code provides cleanup: immediate paybacks in reduced main-
tenance and easier modifications. Without it, adapting modern technologies is far more difficult.
Healton [5]  recommends:

• Add documentation tasks to review existing legacy system specifications and implementation.
Understanding the “what” and “how” of an existing application is critical to applying new
paradigms and tools to update it.

• The senior level personnel from the legacy application bring a wealth of organizational know-
ledge of what has been done and by whom. Even more important they may know the
answers to “why” things have been done.

Modernization allows iterative improvement and lower overall cost exposures; it is certainly less
dangerous than major rewrites and subsequent “cut-overs” to new application systems.

Modularization and “componentization” are keys to application flexibility. Restructuring can
lower maintenance costs, identify and isolate the modifiable components, and free staff to work
on new development.

The value of application-specific languages is not widely appreciated. Using Assembler Language
macros, you can create a programming “language” specifically designed for your application
requirements. That is, you create a “micro-compiler” for your business using your terminology
and data items. You need not depend on a HLL compiler and run-time that must be many things
to many people.

Holmes [7]  makes a strong case for this approach:

• “...macrocoding, a more effective approach to coding based on the division of labor between
system programmers and application developers. When tackling a problem area, the system
programmers would write macrodefinitions for the data fields and records, and for the basic
operations on that data. Application developers used those definitions, effectively a tailor-made
coding scheme, to build programs. This highly productive approach made programs easy to
maintain and adapt. The assembler-based programs that macroprogramming produced were
typically smaller and faster than equivalent programs written in Cobol.” (Emphasis added.)

• “Assembly coding's critics argued that it produced lengthy and cryptic source code. This argu-
ment did not apply to macrocoding, however, as the application-specific macrodefinitions
could greatly reduce the lines of source code and could exploit the application area's technical
terms to make the code easy to understand.”
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High Level Assembler

High Level Assembler
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• Many enhancements to Assembler Language and its assembler

− New USING statements enable efficient, readable code

− New and improved diagnostics

− New macro/COPY, register, DSECT XREFs; enhanced symbol XREF

− Many extensions to the condit ional-assembly “macro” language

• Enables rapid creation of eff icient application-specif ic languages

− ADATA file captures all information about the assembly

•  Supports many other tools and processes

− Interfaces for I/O exits, external conditional assembly functions

• Faster development, greater productivity, improved code reliabil ity

• Five releases since 1992; Assembler Language is not dead!

−  Continuous improvements — “ I t 's not your father's assembler!”

IBM recognizes the continuing importance to its customers of Assembler Language applications
and their underlying assembler support. High Level Assembler contains many enhancements spe-
cifically targeted to satisfying the needs of developers and maintainers of all Assembler Language
applications, especially medium- to large-sized applications.

• The new capabilities of High Level Assembler can provide immediate benefits, with no
“learning curve”. With a small investment, the other new features can be exploited to provide
a wide variety of advantages.

• Every increment in efficiency provided for assembler programmers helps to “leverage” their
increasingly valuable skills; High Level Assembler provides extensive enhancements in areas
that promote greater usability, efficiency, reliability, and productivity.

Portions of the following material are adapted from an IBM “Red Book” [34]  and a SHARE
presentation [42] .

Key Benefits of High Level Assembler

High Level Assembler provides numerous benefits to you and your organization by protecting
your investments in applications, people, and procedures.

• Protect investments in applications

By providing improved technology to support existing applications, High Level Assembler
can extend the useful lifetimes of those applications while reducing the costs of enhancement
and maintenance.

• Protect investments in people and skills

The knowledge and skills of an organization's application programmers are a valuable
resource. High Level Assembler helps to maximize the productivity of your application pro-
grammers by relieving them of many tedious and unproductive tasks that it can now do itself.

• Protect investments in procedures

It takes many years to develop efficient and reliable project management procedures such as
estimation, tracking, and analysis. High Level Assembler can extend the useful lifetime of
these procedures by making more efficient use of the human and system resources.
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High Level Assembler provides many extensions to past IBM assemblers. These extensions
enable substantial savings in time and human and machine resources and support integration of
High Level Assembler into tool and development environments.

• Many new and expanded cross reference features are provided. These can significantly shorten
the time required to accomplish many of the tasks involved in maintaining and managing
applications.

The features include:

− A catalog and cross reference of macro and COPY-member usage, source-file record
origins, and additional information in the summary statistics allow High Level Assembler
to track the precise file or data set origin of every input record used in the assembly. This
feature alone can save hours of expensive and tedious detective work in searching for the
causes of versioning problems!

− A summary of all DSECT definitions.

− A USING map summarizing all USING- and DROP-statement activity.

− Many symbol-XREF extensions, including usage tags for modification, branch, indexing,
EXecute targets, and for appearance in USING and DROP statements.

− A register XREF that shows all explicit and implicit uses of the General Purpose regis-
ters, including usage tags similar to those in the symbol XREF. These new XREF fea-
tures eliminate the tedium in hunting for the few instructions that might have changed the
contents of a register or the value of a variable, or for variables that might be part of an
addressing expression.

• Many large and small usability enhancements ease application development and maintenance,
such as USINGs-in-effect headings on each page that greatly improve the understandability of
the code on each page of the program listing.

• High Level Assembler provides many enhanced and new diagnostics. These speed the proc-
esses of locating and correcting errors as well as avoid other possible sources of error. They
also reduce the technical burdens on individuals with Assembler Language expertise.

More information is provided for many existing messages. For example, every diagnostic may
be accompanied by a second message identifying the file and ordinal record number from
which the flagged statement was taken.

• High Level Assembler provides numerous language enhancements that materially improve the
speed and accuracy of application development and the quality and reliability of the resulting
code. These include:

− Three new USING statements, which improve program reliability and efficiency and let
you manage complex data structures far more simply, naturally, and effectively than was
possible with previous assemblers. Surprising as it may seem, these new USING state-
ments allow you to write more efficient code than you could without them!

Major enhancements to the conditional-assembly “macro” language greatly extend the
expressive power of the language, enabling easy implementation of datatype-sensitive
instructions, type checking, and object-oriented features such as inheritance,
polymorphism, and data hiding. With these language extensions you can quickly create an
easy-to use application-specific language that produces highly efficient code.

− Many new system variable symbols provide added powerful function and richer access to
properties of the assembly-time environment, and facilitate the tailoring of applications to
specific requirements. They also let you easily capture useful information into the object
code.

• Existing assembly-time options have been extended and enhanced, and many new options
have been added. These options allow increased flexibility and precision in controlling the
processes you use to manage application development.

High Level Assembler provides facilities that support the integration of the assembler into tool
and development environments. The most important support features are:

• An optional Assembler Data file that contains data about every aspect of the assembly: all
input records and their sources, all messages, all symbols, complete cross reference informa-
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tion, and much more. This file can be used as a basic source of data to support a great
variety of tools such as analyzers and debuggers.

• Optional user exits are provided for inspecting and monitoring the flow of records to and
from all user files. With this feature the assembler can be integrated with librarians, config-
uration managers, and other components that can benefit from direct and immediate inter-
action with the assembler's input and output streams.

• High Level Assembler supports assembly-time external functions. These provide the applica-
tion developer with essentially unlimited access to any capability of the assembly-time envi-
ronment and support the programming of complex assembly-time computations and
interactions that would be difficult or impossible without them.

The usability, language, listing, and other enhancements embodied in High Level Assembler make
development and maintenance of Assembler Language applications easy and efficient.

In summary, High Level Assembler provides greatly enhanced assembler technology to:

• Preserve investments in code, people, and processes
• Improve support for critical assembler-based applications
• Maximize the productivity of personnel with critical skills
• Support integration of the assembler with modern application development tools and environ-

ments
• Help avoid costs of unnecessary conversion of existing applications to other languages.

The productivity gains obtained from the use of High Level Assembler can be found in many
areas:

• Numerous enhancements to the base language, as well as to the conditional-assembly or
macro language improve the readability, maintainability, and efficiency of Assembler Lan-
guage applications.

• Extensive usability enhancements improve the efficiency and productivity of assembler pro-
grammers and maintainers.

• Many new and expanded diagnostic capabilities help in delivering higher-quality and more
reliable applications.

Using High Level Assembler will result in cost savings attributable to:

• Faster development cycles due to performance and usability improvements
• More maintainable and reliable applications due to new language, diagnostic, and extensive

support features
• More efficient and productive programmers.
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High Level Assembler Toolkit Feature

High Level Assembler Toolkit Feature
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• Enhances productivity by providing six powerful tools:

 1. A flexible Disassembler

− Creates symbolic Assembler Language source from object code

 2. A powerful Source Cross-Reference Facility

− Analyzes code, summarizes symbol and macro use, locates specif ic tokens

 3. A workstat ion-based Program Understanding Tool

− Provides graphic displays of control f low within and among programs

 4. A powerful and sophisticated Interactive Debug Facility (IDF)

− Supports a rich set of diagnostic and display facil i t ies and commands

 5. A complete set of Structured Programming Macros

− Do, Do-While, Do-Until, If-Then-Else, Search, Case, Select, etc.

 6. A versati le File Comparison Utility ( “ Enhanced SuperC” )

− Includes special f i le-search and date-handling capabil i t ies

The High Level Assembler Toolkit Feature is an optional, separately priced feature of High Level
Assembler for MVS & VM & VSE. It provides a powerful and flexible set of six tools to
improve application recovery and development, and to assist in program preparation, analysis,
debugging, and maintenance on z/OS*, z/VM*, OS/390*, MVS/ESA*, VM/ESA*, and
VSE/ESA* systems. These productivity-enhancing tools are

• Disassembler, a tool which converts binary machine language to Assembler Language source
statements. It helps you understand programs in executable or object format, and enables
recovery of lost source code.

• Cross-Reference Facility, a flexible source-code analysis and cross-referencing tool. It helps
you determine variable and macro usage, track shared external data structures, analyze high-
level control flows, and locate specific uses of arbitrary strings of characters.

• Program Understanding Tool, a workstation-based program analysis tool. It provides mul-
tiple and “variable-magnification” views of control flows within single programs or across
entire application modules. It also links graphical and source views to help you navigate
through complex logic.

• Interactive Debug Facility, a powerful and sophisticated symbolic debugger for applications
written in Assembler Language and other compiled languages; full source-level debugging is
supported for Assembler Language programs. It simplifies and speeds the development of
correct and reliable applications. (It is not intended for debugging privileged or supervisor-
state code.)

• Structured Programming Macros, a complete set of macro instructions that implement the
most widely used structured-programming constructs (IF, DO, CASE, SEARCH, SELECT).
These macros simplify coding and help eliminate errors in writing branch instructions.

• File Comparison Utility (known as “Enhanced SuperC”), a versatile file searching and com-
parison tool. It can scan or compare single file or groups of files with an extensive set of
selection and rejection criteria. Typical uses include comparing an original source file with a
modified source file, or a pre-migration application output file with a post-migration output
file. Additional functions include “smart comparisons” of date fields.

Together, these tools provide a powerful set of capabilities to speed application development,
diagnosis, and recovery.
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Summary observations

Review of reasons to change languages
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Reasons for changing computer language include (see slide 5)

1. Skills availability

• Internal skills enhancement: easy to motivate, easy to learn

• Business understanding far more important than HLL knowledge

2. Standardization on fewer (or one) language(s)

• May not be an achievable goal: possible dependence on existing
applications, packages, application-specific languages

• Potential for disturbance of ongoing activities

3. Maintainabil i ty

• Maintenance quality depends on programmer quality, not on language

− Good program structure far more important than programming language

• Maintenance often more difficult than development

− Testing rarely exposes all errors

• Most programmer time spent maintaining products, not programming

Why Change Languages?
As noted on page 6, an organization might offer these reasons to undertake a programming lan-
guage conversion:

 1. Skills availability. Although younger programmers are often not trained in “legacy” languages,
many education resources (including internal training) can provide the needed background.
This approach may be much simpler than trying to hire people with existing “legacy” skills:
motivated people can learn new techniques quickly, and are worth far more than they cost.
(The converse implication — that inexpensive programmers may not produce in proportion to
their lower cost — is not widely appreciated.)

Students learn “hot” languages — partly because academics are driven by a need to appear to
be on a leading edge — and partly because they may believe that fortunes are to be made
working with new and exciting technologies. Many currently popular languages are designed
to support quick and easy solutions, which may lead young programmers to believe that all
programming should be quick and easy.

The programming staff's main value to an organization is more in their understanding of the
organization's business than in their understanding of the language in which the applications
are written: problem-domain expertise takes much longer to learn than a programming lan-
guage. Whittaker comments: “Before design, developers must pursue two activities: familiar-
izing themselves with the problems they are expected to solve (we'll call this problem-domain
expertise) and studying the tools they will use to solve them (we'll call this solution-domain
expertise). Experience in both domains is critical for project success.” He adds: “... the tech-
nical work performed in understanding the problem and solution domains can be the differ-
ence between project success and failure.” [25]

 2. Standardization on one language. The goal of one language (or fewer) appears difficult to
achieve. The findings of Middleton's research [13]  “...illustrate that in this sample of organ-
izations the key motivation for changing computer language was standardization. The use of
only one language was expected to improve staff performance when developing and main-
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taining software. While this is a reasonable assumption it is simplistic. Boehm observed that
three things would hamper the... desire to standardize...

• the need to maintain existing systems written in other languages,
• the use of packages written in other languages and
• the need for specialized languages for certain applications.

This indicates that the goal of standardization may not be a practical one.”

Middleton also noted: “Standardizing on a new language also occurred at times when there
were other changes such as staff moves and new application areas were being tackled. This
added to the uncertainty of an already uncertain environment. This did damage to some
projects and must be seen as an additional cost of changing languages.” [13]
Prolonged uncertainty can seriously degrade employee morale; the most heavily burdened staff
— the most skilled and knowledgable — are the most easily hired by competitors.

Standardization on a language for internal use may also raise concerns about external lan-
guage standards. Unfortunately, standards shift over time; each implementer wants to extend
the functions in the standard to achieve a competitive advantage. Thus, standards tend to be
moving targets. Each manufacturer's extensions (“innovations”) will always find uses that
undercut the long-term value of standards.2

Note also that standards usually describe program structure, but not all forms of program
behavior. Oiwa commented (with apparent regret): “The notion of safety can be stated bas-
ically in terms of ‘well-definedness’ in ANSI C. The phrase behavior undefined in the specifi-
cation implies that any behavior including memory corruption or program crashes conforms
to the specification.” [14]

 3. Maintainability. “All successful software gets changed. Two processes are at work. First, as a
software product is found by people to be useful, people try it in new cases at the edge of or
beyond the original domain. The pressures for extended function come chiefly from users
who like the basic function and invent new uses for it.” [1]
Prechelt's study concluded that programming languages are not a key factor: “No unambig-
uous differences in program reliability between the language groups were observed.” ... “For
all program aspects investigated, the performance variability due to different programmers (as
described by the bad/good ratios) is on average about as large or even larger than the vari-
ability due to different languages.” [16]
Glass [4]  observes “Maintenance typically consumes about 40 to 80 percent (60 percent
average) of software costs. Therefore, it is probably the most important life cycle phase.” He
adds: “Enhancement is responsible for roughly 60 percent of software maintenance costs.
Error correction is roughly 17 percent. So, software maintenance is largely about adding new
capability to old software, not about fixing it.”

Changing languages will not fix errors in the original code. “On average, professional coders
make 100 to 150 errors in every thousand lines of code they write, according to a multiyear
study of 13,000 programs by Humphrey of Carnegie Mellon.” [11]
A surprising aspect of maintenance activities is the minor influence of experience: “...one
could not, except for corrective, small and simple maintenance tasks, have more confidence in
the predictions of an experienced maintainer than the predictions of an inexperienced main-
tainer.” [9]
The expected improvement in maintainability (by using HLLs) may not happen, as shown by
Wang's study [23]  comparing maintenance of assembler and C programs.

• There was no significant difference between the maintenance of assembler files and C files.
Also, there was no significant difference between the versions written by the original
developers and those written by maintenance programmers not involved in the original
development. The differences between individual programmers were very highly signif-
icant.

2 One skeptical observer noted: “Those old enough to remember [will]  recall the remarks made by someone that COBOL was THE
answer. It would be in English and easy enough to use that managers would be able to write their own programs and there would be
no need for us programmers.” [46 ]
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• “Everybody knows” that assembler encourages programmers to use common coupling all
the time, whereas C promotes better software engineering practice. On the contrary, we
believe that our result implies that good programmers follow good software engineering
practice, and conversely; programming language is not important in this context.

• “Everybody knows” that the “real” reason that maintenance is hard and time-consuming
is that maintenance programmers are not involved in developing the original product.
They therefore do not understand it completely and, as a result, the maintenance they
perform is “inferior” to that of the original programmers. On the contrary, our result is
that statistically there is no difference between the two groups.... This could again mean
that good programmers follow good software engineering practice, and conversely. Many
organizations assign their weaker programmers to maintenance, and that could explain
why repeated maintenance can eventually lead to poor quality code.

• ...the most important factor... has been the skill of the individual programmer. Software
engineering education and training appear to be of key importance for the successful
repeated maintenance of a software product. Many software organizations leave mainte-
nance to their less experienced and skilled personnel. Based on the results of our
research, we believe this is inadvisable.

Don't underestimate the importance of this last point: similar skills are needed for both
development and maintenance. As Glass [4]  observes, “Most software development tasks
and software maintenance tasks are the same — except for the additional maintenance task of
‘understanding the existing product’. This task is the dominant maintenance activity, con-
suming roughly 30 percent of maintenance time. So, you could claim that maintenance is
more difficult than development.”

Maintainability is also affected by the thoroughness of testing, which normally will detect only
some subset of the latent errors. Glass [4]  provides these cautionary observations: “Software
that a typical programmer believes to be thoroughly tested has often had only about 55 to 60
percent of its logic paths executed. Automated support, such as coverage analyzers, can raise
that to roughly 85 to 90 percent. Testing at the 100-percent level is nearly impossible; and
even if 100-percent coverage were possible, that criterion would be insufficient for testing.
Roughly 35 percent of software defects emerge from missing logic paths, another 40 percent
are from the execution of a unique combination of logic paths. They will not be caught by
100-percent coverage (100-percent coverage can, therefore, potentially detect only about 25
percent of the errors!). ...There is no single best approach to software error removal. A com-
bination of several approaches, such as inspections and several types of testing and fault toler-
ance, is necessary.”

Programs lacking structure or documentation will not be improved by changing languages. A
programmer commented: “Well-written structured assembler programs are easier to maintain
than poorly written COBOL programs. ...[although ]  it is often claimed that high-level lan-
guages have source code that is easier to maintain.” [46]  “Readability” is no indication of
understandability, maintainability or reliability.
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Review of reasons to change languages ...
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4. Application portability to a wider range of hardware platforms

• Rarely needed for substantial applications

5. Belief that a new language is “Industrial Strength”

• Elaborate faci l i t ies may increase learning diff icult ies

6. Bulk buying discounts

• Typical ly, for workstat ion-based development tools

7. Storage-constraint rel ief

• Updating AL programs is straightforward

8. Fashion, competit ion

• Advert isements (and academic enthusiasms) aren't always rel iable

• “Everybody's doing it” may not be the best reason to change...

 4. Range of hardware platforms. While applications written in HLLs are usually more easily
ported to other platforms, the myriad of tiny details may make this much more difficult than
originally thought. “Platform portability is often quoted as a reason to convert, but in reality
platforms are seldom changed, and when platform changes do occur, high-level languages are
not as portable as you would think, because many platform-dependent extensions are often
used.” [46]

 5. Industrial strength of the new language. High-level languages may introduce unneeded com-
plexity (the “Swiss Army Knife” syndrome): “...at some point the elaboration of a high-level
language creates a tool-mastery burden that increases, not reduces, the intellectual task of the
user who rarely uses the esoteric constructs.” [1]
Complex HLL semantics can actually obscure what's really happening! As Whittaker notes,
“A typical C run-time library has over 10,000 functions. C itself has hundreds of built-in
functions, operators, and reserved words. Applications routinely use dozens of other libraries
of similar complexity. Each of these libraries likely has thousands of bugs.” [25]

 6. Bulk buying discounts. This concern rarely applies to assemblers and their support tools, as
they are frequently packaged with the operating system.

 7. Storage-constraint relief. As mentioned on page 11, enabling Assembler Language programs
to use buffers and work areas in 31-bit storage is straightforward.

 8. Fashion, Competition. Software fads have promised much, but delivered little.3 In addition to
their direct expense, some organizations have suffered serious setbacks by investing too
heavily in speculative software technologies.

Holmes comments “...short of any profitability justification, companies invest simply to keep
up with rivals.” He adds: “Coding schemes... fall prey to the whims and fancies of profes-
sional fashion because programming techniques and tools undergo continual development and
frequent reinvention.” [6]

3 Technologies that promised to liberate programmers from their perpetual burdens have included Ada and other high-level languages,
Artificial Intelligence, automatic programming, CASE tools (including reverse engineering, business-rules extraction and code gener-
ation), causal analysis, chief programmer teams, client-server computing and distributed systems, code inspections, component-based
development, design automation, expert systems, functional languages, graphical programming, modeling languages, object-oriented
programming, open source, organizational maturity, packages, process metrics, program proofs and verification, repositories, rule-
based programming, Six-Sigma organizations, software metrics, software engineering techniques, Structured Programming, System
Application Architecture, test generators, visual programming, workflow process automation, workstations, and Java. While each of
these has value and benefits, programming remains obstinately and inherently difficult.
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Unfortunately, fads and fashions may also apply to programming management techniques.
Whittaker notes their frequent ineffectiveness: “Methodology alone is useless. ... Developers
who are inexperienced in a language or an operating environment have little hope of engi-
neering good code regardless of their methodology and management practices.” [25]
Terekhov adds “The most influential cost drivers of software engineering relate to manage-
ment, personnel, and team capability — not software tools, although software vendors and
academic researchers emphasize them. Many managers become victims of quack software
modification tools and practices.” [21]
Whittaker studied software engineering textbooks, and comments: “The problem with
current software engineering texts that focus only on design is that they encourage software
developers to gravitate to the latest design fads, assuring us that good code will follow. ... We
lament the preference for the latest fashionable design technologies and the seeming aversion
to the fundamental technical skills such as systems programming and debugging.” [25]
Glass notes: “Most software tool and technique improvements account for about a 5- to
30-percent increase in productivity and quality. But at one time or another, most of these
improvements have been claimed by someone to have ‘order of magnitude’ (factor of 10) ben-
efits. Hype is the plague on the house of software.” [4]
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Review of reasons not to change languages
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Reasons for not changing computer language include (see slide 6)

1. Cost, time, and complexity of conversion effort

• Often far greater than anticipated; difficult to manage

− Language conversion is not automat ic for  “real”  programs

• Distinguish complexity of business logic from its implementation

2. Quality and maintainability of converted code

• Rarely better, often far worse

• Newly-introduced errors may cause other problems

3. Continuity of planning, procedures, policies, and expertise

• Required changes can impede future development plans

4. Hardware upgrade costs

• Slower, fatter converted code may need new engines

• People-cost savings may become hardware/software expenses

Not Changing Languages
As previously noted on page 7, some of the reasons an organization might not undertake a pro-
gramming language change are:

 1. Complexity of conversion. Organizations frequently underestimate the difficulty, complexity,
and organizational impacts of language changes. [13,21]  Whatever the complexities of lan-
guage conversion may be, it is important to distinguish the necessary complexity of the appli-
cation's business logic and rules from the added complexity of their implementation in a
programming language. The form of the latter may obscure the former, but cannot clarify it.
As Brooks [1]  notes, “The complexity of software is an essential property, not an accidental
one. Hence, descriptions of a software entity that abstract away its complexity often abstract
away its essence. ... The complexity of the design itself is essential, and such attacks [as
object-oriented programming]  make no change whatever in that.”

“Not only technical problems, but management problems as well come from the complexity.
It makes overview hard, thus impeding conceptual integrity. It makes it hard to find and
control all the loose ends. It creates the tremendous learning and understanding burden that
makes personnel turnover a disaster.” [1]

 2. Quality of converted code. Despite advertising promises of “silver bullet” solutions, code con-
verted from one language to another often resembles neither. [21]  The goals of easier mainte-
nance may not be met: the discussion at “Quality of converted code” on page 33 described
many relevant concerns. A programmer who understands the original language may not
understand the target language; and another programmer may understand the target language
but not the original. The two will have difficulty describing and resolving conversion prob-
lems.

In additional to the technical difficulties of handling converted code, the potential costs of
errors created in the conversion process must be considered. These can cause loss of business
— and/or reputation — as well as exposure to lawsuits due to reduced application reliability.
As Mann notes, “...a growing number of software engineers believe that computers have
become so essential to daily life that society will eventually be unwilling to keep giving soft-
ware firms a free legal pass. ‘It's either going to be a big product liability suit, or the govern-
ment will come in and regulate the industry,’ says Jeffrey Voas, chief scientist of Cigital Labs,
a software-testing firm in Dulles, VA.” [11]
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 3. Continuity of procedures, processes, and expertise. Middleton's research [13] showed that
“...implementing a new language means that the organization's experience of estimating and
project management needs revising. This was found to cause severe difficulties for organiza-
tions, because by rendering their estimating experience obsolete it meant that mistakes were
made when planning for projects using the new language.” Converting development and
maintenance procedures to use new design tools, debuggers, test cases, test scaffolds, test
tools, code management librarians, and the like will also affect productivity.

Any change is disruptive, and is likely to have adverse effects on development productivity.
[10]

 4. Hardware costs. Higher-level languages tend to be less efficient consumers of machine
resources than lower-level languages, increasing both the hardware capital and maintenance
costs over the life of the system. “This would increase the total cost of the system to the user,
and easily outweigh any savings made during development.” [13]  Attaining equivalent per-
formance on cheaper hardware may simply require more hardware.

A general industry trend has been the displacement of people costs onto hardware costs. It is
difficult to assess the net benefits of this trend. As Holmes notes, “...digital technology ‘has
directly increased the productivity of direct labor. But these gains are generously offset by an
invisible IT overhead.’” [6]  This may be due in part to separate budgets for labor and capital-
equipment costs.

Review of reasons not to change languages ...
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5. Cost of new software products

• Compilers, run-t ime l ibraries, debuggers, etc. usually more costly

6. Loss of flexibility

• Less control over code and data layouts

7. Performance concerns in the new language

• HLL and O-O code may be slower, fatter, harder to tune

• Compilers and runtime l ibraries for complex languages more l ikely to be buggy

8. Loss of function

• HLLs may not support necessary capabil i t ies

• AL can maximize ut i l izat ion of platform faci l i t ies

9. Re-training costs

• Education for new language, modif ied application

10. Language longevity: languages come and go (mostly, go)

 5. Software costs. Higher-level language compilers may cost more than assemblers, and they typ-
ically require additional (and higher) charges for their run-time libraries, debuggers, and other
support tools.

 6. Loss of flexibility. Higher-level languages offer less control over code and data layouts, and
less control over the generated code, and some functions may not be expressible in the new
language. Also, the increased complexity of compilers for “rich” languages means they are
more likely to have errors that may cause subtle problems with the generated code.

 7. Performance. Getting good code from a compiler often requires modifying the source
program, as well as care in tuning compiler and run-time options. [10]  Ironically, the process
of tuning code and options often requires understanding the generated machine language code
and its relations to statements in the “high level” language! Similarly, while object-oriented
languages can offer simpler programs, their interpreters and run-time environments are usually
far more complex than those of procedural languages.

Programmers may not appreciate the implications of HLL statements; there may be adverse
consequences of seemingly harmless choices, “like not knowing the difference between COMP
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and COMP-3. They had no idea why you would use one over another.” [46]  For some
applications the impact may be inconsequential, which may lead programmers to believe their
coding choices don't matter very much.

Glass [4]  comments “Efficiency is more often a matter of good design than of good coding.
So, if a project requires efficiency, efficiency must be considered early in the life cycle. High-
order language (HOL) code, with appropriate compiler optimizations, can be made about 90
percent as efficient as the comparable assembler code. But that statement is highly task
dependent; some tasks are much harder than others to code efficiently in HOL.”

 8. Loss of function. These concerns include

• specific instructions: the Assembler Language programmer can often select a single
instruction to complete a task that may require complex and inefficient coding, or expen-
sive calls to run-time library services (if they are available at all), in a high-level language.

• system services: Assembler Language programs can interface directly to a full spectrum of
system services that may not be supported by HLLs, or which require substantial run-
time library-call overheads to access.

• excess generality: compilers necessarily handle a wide range of programs and target a very
general programming audience, which may make it difficult to optimize or tailor code to
specific application requirements. Assembler Language code is easily adaptable to any
application need — especially through the use of application-specific macro instructions.

 9. Re-training costs. Existing staff may require re-training in the new language. These costs
must also include the time lost in not working on the new application. “Learning a new tool
or technique actually lowers programmer productivity and product quality initially. You
achieve the eventual benefit only after overcoming this learning curve.” [4]
Even under the best circumstances, the hoped-for gains from a new language and operating
environment may come slowly. As Whittaker notes, “Programming remains monstrously
complicated for the vast majority of applications. It is so complicated that developers can
work for years in a single language and still not learn all its nuances. Often, developers don't
have time to master a language because they must learn a new language every time tech-
nology and platforms change. Such change ensures that mastery of language and platform
details is not a given....” [25]

10. Language longevity. Programming languages are subject to the tides of fashion, and may
slowly vanish after a period of popularity. Be careful not to “bet the business” on the latest
technology until its durability has been proven; programming graveyards are littered with the
bones of long-dead languages.

Summary observations
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• Productivity factors known to work

− Reliable documentation (how he “business rules” were implemented)

− Good programmers are by far the industry's best bargain
•  Productivi ty may differ by factors of 10 to 30

− Choice of language has little effect on quality, reliability, maintainability

• Organizational and managerial issues

− Organizations can have 10:1 productivity differences

− Code reuse can provide large gains; not a technical issue

− Maintenance costs significantly outweigh development costs
• Don't assign inexperienced, less-skil led staff to maintenance

− Measurement (of what?): may  help learn what helps most

− Key performance drivers are often sociological, not technical
• Staff commitment to management “direct ives” (may blame management for

di f f icul t ies)
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• Productivity

All observers agree that reliable program documentation is critical. “Coding is immensely
difficult without a good design but still very difficult with one. Maintaining code is next to
impossible without good documentation and formidable with it.” [25]
Program documentation and modularization have new names like “business rules extraction”,
“refactoring”, “application slicing”. If you are urged to undertake “rules extraction”, you
might ask: in what form are the rules expressed? Are they human-readable? Are they the
same or different from program documentation? Must they be turned into executables?

Productivity has many dimensions, of which programming skill is one critical measure.

“Good programmers are up to 30 times better than mediocre programmers, according to
‘individual differences’ research. Given that their pay is never commensurate, they are the
biggest bargains in the software field.” [4]
“One rule remains important — as it does for any programming language: without well-trained
people you'll never get anywhere; without proper documentation you'll end up not even
knowing where you are.” (See “Web Sites” item .)

“Study after study shows that the very best designers produce structures that are faster,
smaller, simpler, cleaner, and produced with less effort.” [1]  In addition to coding skills, an
important ingredient in productivity is a deep understanding of the business: staff having both
technical and business knowledge are a critical resource. Whittaker adds: “Problem-domain
expertise is intensely technical ... Learning it takes hard work, much study and experimenta-
tion, and usually years of experience. Seeding your team with problem-domain experts is one
of the best things you can do to increase your chances of success.” [25]
Brooks [1]  wrote, “The gap between the best software engineering practice and the average
practice is very wide — perhaps wider than in any other engineering discipline. ... There is no
single development, in either technology or management technique, that by itself promises
even one order-of-magnitude improvement in productivity, in reliability, in simplicity.” He
goes on to comment: “My first proposal is that each software organization must determine
and proclaim that great designers are as important to its success as great managers are, and
that they can be expected to be similarly nurtured and rewarded. Not only salary, but the
perquisites of recognition — office size, furnishings, personal technical equipment, travel funds,
staff support — must be fully equivalent.”

The choice of programming language is also not a significant factor: “Interpersonal vari-
ability, that is the capability and behavior differences between programmers using the same
language, tends to account for more differences between programs than a change of the pro-
gramming language.” [16]
Voas [22]  notes that excessive abstraction can be a hindrance rather than a help: “Modern
design paradigms that advocate abstraction (for example, information hiding and
encapsulation) also make system-level testing more difficult to perform efficiently and ade-
quately. Making systems harder to test will never engender higher-quality systems. Testing is
already hard enough!” He adds, “Although there is nothing wrong (and a lot right) with
applying formal methods, their limitations have been well publicized and their adoption
highly limited. The key problems are that they are hard to implement, expensive, and not
foolproof.”

Another important factor is testing and error removal: programmers spend roughly three
times more time on testing than on programming. “Error detection and removal accounts for
roughly 40 percent of development costs. Thus it is the most important phase of the develop-
ment cycle.” [4]
Note, however, that programmer experience may not be a significant factor in maintaining
existing applications. Jørgensen's research noted that “...experienced programmers did,
however, only outperform the novices when the programs they had to change followed the
‘rules of programming discourse’. If, for example, the program had functions and variable
names that did not correspond with the content or function, there was no significant differ-
ence between the experienced programmers and the novices.” [9]
You should not expect a change of programming language to deliver significant improvements
in productivity. Middleton observed: “Long term productivity. The key question remains:
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when the learning required by the change in language had taken place, would productivity
rise? The analysis... of how programmers spend their time shows that program writing takes
just 13% of a programmer's time. ...This shows that changing the language is unlikely to
produce significant productivity gains.” [13]

• Organizational and managerial concerns

McKendrick [12]  advises “IT managers need to look beyond infrastructure concerns to
include process and workflow.”

Healton [5]  expands on this observation:

− New tools are often accompanied by the integration of new development methodologies.
New development and production release policies usually mean new steps and process
support needs for development staff.

− Development and support staffs need more than software suites to complete the installa-
tion of new applications into production environments. Testing resources, end-user
training, production training for operations, and reviews by audit, compliance, and tech-
nical staff are common needs.

− Managing likely failures is a key part of planning the deployment and use of new
paradigm technologies and tools. Types of failures include people, technology, organiza-
tional, and unrealized life cycle benefits.

− Schedule time and money to evaluate new tools by using them in-shop with your own
people. ... Even if technology choices have been made, each team needs time to exper-
iment, and fail, without a high risk being present.

− The key resource needed to reduce the risk of all failures is schedule time. ... People need
time to absorb training and to integrate new behaviors into their everyday work. ...
Organizational adjustments also take schedule time (deployment cycles, audit, compli-
ance, and management reviews).

− Constraining any project with limited resources and insufficient timeline will cause
extreme stress on the personnel involved.

“Commitment. Once a decision was made to standardize on a particular language, there was a
sense that developers were to some extent ‘let off the hook’. There was not the same responsi-
bility for having to deliver cheap and effective systems. They could not be held accountable
for high training costs, technical delays or higher hardware and accommodation costs. A
reduction in staff commitment may eliminate gains from staff flexibility increased by standard-
ization.” [13]
Middleton [13]  asked “...what other methods are available to raise productivity? ...the fol-
lowing have clear empirical data to show that they work.

 1. People. The estimates converge around a 10:1 difference between programmers. So
selecting and retaining good people would raise productivity. (Glass [4]  adds, ‘The most
important factor in attacking complexity is not the tools and techniques that program-
mers use but rather the quality of the programmers themselves.’)

 2. Organization. The estimates converge around a 10:1 difference between organizations.
People of the same capacity are only 10% as productive in some organizations, as they
are in others. This difference is due to physical layout, motivation, and organization.

 3. Reuse. ...companies... report large gains from reuse of software. The problems are not
technical but managerial. It is necessary to catalog the software produced and to create a
library that is easy to access. (This may not be easy, as Glass notes: ‘Reuse-in-the-small
(libraries of subroutines) began nearly 50 years ago and is a well-solved problem. Reuse-
in-the-large (components) remains largely unsolved, even though everyone agrees it is
desirable.’) [4]

 4. Measurement. The simple fact of measuring what is happening provides valuable response
and raises productivity. ... no measurements were carried out by the [organizations]  that
changed their language. Research ... indicates that 86% of organizations collect no
metrics on their software development process. ... The significance of this is that it indi-
cates that software production is still largely a craft skill, and that productivity is judged
subjectively.
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All of these four approaches require management skill, rather than crudely attempting to buy
productivity with a computer language. The technology-led approach is the equivalent of
trying to improve a person's driving performance by buying them a new car.” [13]
Healton cites a useful quote: “The major problems of our work are not so much technolog-
ical as sociological in nature. Most managers are willing to concede the idea that they've got
more people worries than technical worries. But they seldom manage that way.” (Quote from
T. DeMarco and T. Lister, Peopleware, 1984.) [5]
Middleton concludes, “...the key drivers for organization performance are sociological not
technical. Therefore the technocratic response of changing the computer language is not
appropriate. Other methods for improving productivity are well documented and proven to
produce results, These include policies for selection and retention of staff, organization, reuse
of software and measurement of projects. It is concluded that a new language adopted
without addressing these other issues is unlikely to be a profitable investment.” [13]
Whittaker adds, “...software development is a fundamentally technical problem for which
management solutions can be only partially effective.” [25]
A caveat: don't rely on metrics as key measurements. “Because structural metrics do not
measure semantics, they cannot say whether the code is good (using this interpretation) —
neither can process metrics. ...Also, it is vital to recognize that metrics are indirect measures
of incommensurable properties. For example, you cannot measure a program's testability and
maintainability.” [22]

Summary observations ...
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• Language change is disruptive

− Impact often underestimated

− Once an application is understood, why change its language?

•  Poor a lgor i thms and poor data structures can be wri t ten in any language.

• “Changing languages should be avoided if possible”

• There are no “si lver bullets”

• Assembler Language is certainly not the only answer!

− Need to carefully weigh situational advantages and disadvantages

• Learning Assembler Language (and machine language) benefits
understanding all HLLs

− Even if the chosen HLL is intended to be platform-independent

• Language Change

It is optimistic to expect a programming language to provide substantial improvements in
productivity, program quality, maintainability, and other measures of “goodness”. As Brooks
[1]  says, “The hard thing about building software is deciding what one wants to say, not
saying it. No facilitation of expression can give more than marginal gains.”

Middleton's conclusions are very illuminating: “The private sector companies [ that did not
change languages]  ... were more sophisticated software developers than the group who had
changed their computer language. All this group were initially defensive when asked about
their decision to stay with the older language. This may have been because they were afraid of
being perceived as being out of touch with new trends.

The results from the ten organizations that changed language recently, points to the following.

− The language used is part of the fabric of the organization.

− Changing it is disruptive.
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− The hardware costs that increased more than anticipated were those for purchase, mainte-
nance, and the environment.

− The impacts on project management, development process and estimating were all under-
estimated.

− These organizations did not collect cost of any data in a coherent form. They were there-
fore vulnerable to advertisements and salesmen who promised productivity gains.

The results show that increasing staff flexibility was the objective of those organizations that
changed language. They were prepared to increase their cost base to achieve this. But their
decision was subjective because they had no data on their development performance. The
costs of changing language were therefore not fully appreciated, because of their lack of data.
They also did not know the critical factors affecting productivity.” [13]
It is worth noting that the effort needed to understand an Assembler Language application
well enough to be able to convert it may be applied to modernizing and maintaining it
without language conversion. As one observer [46]  noted, “Sometimes ‘bad old’ is superior
to ‘worse new’.”

The final conclusions of Middleton's research paper provide very useful insights: “The research
was to evaluate whether changing computer languages had improved the performance of devel-
opers. The conclusion was that the key drivers of productivity are social and not technical. The
costs of changing languages were higher than expected and changing languages hinders estimating,
planning, and project management. Changing languages should be avoided if possible.” [13]
(Emphasis added)

When new applications must be created, there may be no necessary reason to use Assembler Lan-
guage in preference to a high-level language. One expert (See “Web Sites” item ) says: “Taking it
all together, our standard advice is: do not use assembler when there is no need to. On the other
hand, if you have good reasons to use assembler, use it only for those modules that will benefit
from it. The largest part of your application is probably best built in your favorite 3GL or 4GL.”

Whatever your choice of implementation language, it is useful to remember that programs gen-
erate instructions that execute on a machine, and that knowing how the machine works provides
useful insights into the program's behavior. Thus, understanding Assembler Language — even if it
won't be the primary implementation language of an application — is an important element of a
programmer's set of skills. And, because an understanding of an organization's business is at least
as important as programming skills, internal Assembler Language training and education can have
enduring benefits; staff turnover can be very costly.
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Assembler Language: pros and cons

Assembler Language: what is actually bad?
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• Requires (some) familiarity with hardware architecture

− This is an advantage in disguise

• Assembler doesn't enforce program and data structuring

− Allows great (too much?) flexibility in specifying both

•  Data structur ing sometimes embedded in the instruct ion statements

− No enforcement of operation-vs.-data type conformance

•  But: very easi ly implemented wi th macros

•  And: no invis ib le data-conversion costs that HLLs may impose

• Has a reputation for obscurity and verbosity

− Easy to be overwhelmed by details; macros can be enormously helpful

• Early programming techniques less than robust

− Modern assembler products provide much more help

Assembler Language, like any programming language, has shortcomings:

• Assembler Language programming necessarily requires knowledge of the machine's language,
in addition to normal concerns with data declarations and program structures. As emphasized
many times in this discussion, such knowledge has considerable value even if Assembler Lan-
guage itself is not being used. (Technical staff cannot do without technical knowledge!)

• The assembler does not enforce any predetermined program or data structuring rules. While
this provides great flexibility in specifying both, it also means that disciplined programming
styles may be needed to prevent unruly structures.

Another consequence of this lack of inherent structure is that it's easy to write statements that
mix the actions of the instruction with the structuring of the data being operated on. Again,
this is easily overcome by careful attention to data definitions.

• The assembler also does not check or enforce any expectations of type conformance between
instructions and data. For example, you may (attempt to) perform floating point operations
on zoned decimal data. While this flexibility is at times a critically important aspect of the
language, there are times when careless errors could be diagnosed if the assembler was less
tolerant of such incompatibilities.

• Assembler Language has achieved a (somewhat undeserved) reputation for obscurity. This is
due partly to the lack of robust programming techniques in the days when many applications
were written in Assembler Language, and partly to the lack of helpful programmer support in
the older assembler products. Its verbosity — the amount of detail needed to code what may
be a simple abstraction — is easily reduced by creating macro instructions.

In addition to the advantages of training and education mentioned elsewhere, many widely
available tools and technologies can help clarify program behavior.

• The High Level Assembler is not a tool for beginners; but on the other hand, the same is true
for any language in which important applications are written.
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Assembler Language: what is good about it?
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• Many helpful facilit ies and language enhancements

− Powerful macro facil ity supports application-specific languages

− Macro instructions an excellent form of code re-use

• Full access to hardware/software platform services

− Can support interfaces to and from other languages

• Independent of compiler/run-time release changes

• Full control over instruction sequences

− Ability to optimize performance, minimize program size

− Code is correctable without reassembly or re-l inking

• Lost source (any language) is recoverable into Assembler Language

• Achieving AL benefits with HLLs may be difficult or costly

− The strengths of AL are frequently the weaknesses of HLLs

As we have seen, Assembler Language has many beneficial aspects:

• The conditional assembly language supported by High Level Assembler is very powerful,
more so than in any previous assembler. Using simple macro techniques, Assembler Lan-
guage developers can build their own application-specific language elements in easily extended
increments. Several successful organizations have built major application suites using macro-
based application-specific “business languages”.4

A well-designed set of application-oriented macro instructions can greatly improve the expres-
sive power of each statement in the language. Effectively, the “high level” qualities of HLLs
can be implemented in Assembler Language, and such improvements can be introduced in
controllable stages. Such macro instructions can then be used (and re-used) in other applica-
tions, and allow you to adapt rapidly to necessary changes in data types, structures, and
representations, and to new hardware capabilities.

• Modern techniques, tools, and technologies can greatly enhance the productivity of Assembler
Language programmers and the quality of their code. The High Level Assembler supports
new language enhancements, extensive cross-reference capabilities, and numerous external
interfaces that simplify programming tasks.

• Assembler Language provides full access to all the machine instructions and operating system
services. This can be especially useful on System/360/370/390 and z/Architecture* CISC
systems, where many powerful new instructions can do the work of previously long and
complex instruction sequences. (HLL run-time libraries rarely exploit such instructions
because they must also run on older hardware.)

• Operating system services such as data spaces, multi-tasking, control-block chaining, and
dynamic storage and module management can improve usability and performance without
major application restructuring, and can supplant previous hand-coded application-specific
operations. Note that access to such services is not really an Assembler Language issue; it's
often the only language that can provide the access!

• The weaknesses of HLLs are frequently the strengths of Assembler Language: its flexibility
makes it easy to write routines that can communicate with other languages and services that
may not be natively supported in your favorite HLL.

4 Examples include Allstate Insurance, Sprint, SNOBOL (Bell Telephone Labs), IBM Fortran G, RMFortran.
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• Error detection and recovery can be more easily localized to the contexts where problems are
most likely to occur, rather than having to rely on a single “global” error-recovery module.

• Unlike HLL compilers and their run-time libraries, the Assembler Language is stable across
releases, meaning that expensive recompilations and regression tests are not required each
time a new compiler or library is installed. A new assembler release can be quickly tested by
assembling a module and comparing its object file to the current object file: except for things
like embedded date/time stamps, the object code will be the same.

• You can write code optimized to your specific needs, without having to “tune” compiler and
run-time options to achieve the best the HLL can deliver; compilers cannot know which opti-
mizations, and which parts of the code, are most significant to the application.

Similarly, “quick fixes” are easily made to Assembler Language programs without reassembly
by making binary patches (“Zaps”) to the executable module. Thus, complex systems can be
kept in operation with minimal outages while the source code can be updated and installed in
a more leisurely and controlled manner.

Assembler Language is often easier to debug, especially in cases where the application
involves system-level operations or if diagnosis involves a dump, because the object code
accurately reflects the source code.

• One little-known advantage of Assembler Language programming is that disassembly tools
can reconstruct an Assembler Language source program from object or executable files. This
allows recovery and partial reconstruction of lost source programs originally written in any
language. (One such tool is described in “High Level Assembler Toolkit Feature” on
page 44.)

Recommended Readings

Bibliography: Recommended Reading
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 1. P. Middleton, The Costs of Changing to a Fourth Generation Computer
Language, J. Programming Languages 2 (1994) pp. 67-76.

 2. Andrey A. Terekhov, Chris Verhoef, The Realities of Language
Conversions, IEEE Software Nov./Dec. 2000, pp. 111-124. IEEE
Computer Society, Los Alamitos, California.

Other interesting articles:

 3. Y.A. Feldman, D.A. Friedman, Portability by automatic translation: A
large-scale case study, Artif icial Intell igence 107 (1999) 1-28.

 4. Robert L. Glass, Frequently Forgotten Fundamental Facts about
Software Engineering, IEEE Software May/June 2001, pp. 112-111.
IEEE Computer Society, Los Alamitos, California.

 5. Jeffrey Voas, Software Quality's Eight Greatest Myths, IEEE Software
Sept./Oct. 1999, pp. 118-120. IEEE Computer Society, Los Alamitos,
California.

The bibliography on page 63 lists a number of articles, documents, and web site references that
may provide useful information. Two in particular are especially relevant to the problems of man-
aging legacy applications: the paper by Peter Middleton [13]  and the survey by Terekhov and
Verhoef [21]  are highly recommended.
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Table 1 (Page 1 of 3). Legacy Assembler Language Applications: Summary Observations

Observation Live with it Replace with
package

Use a HLL
converter

Rewrite in a
HLL

Modernize &
maintain

General Con-
clusions

Simplest and
cheapest short-
term solution

Possibly lengthy
transition; pos-
sible hidden
costs

Technically
very difficult;
probably the
worst choice

Harder than it
appears; scope
and difficulty
may be under-
estimated

New techniques
easy to apply;
may easily be
the best choice

Organizational and Managerial Considerations

Impact on plan-
ning

No change Must review
and fully docu-
ment existing
capabilities to
be replaced

Locate and val-
idate quality
and utility of
conversion
tools; staging of
migrations

Review staffing,
training, coding,
testing require-
ments

No change

Complexity of
tasks involved
in changing

No change Depends on
quality and
flexibility of
package

Expected to be
very high

Depends on
application size,
complexity, and
documentation

Very low

Time required No change Depends on
quality and
flexibility of
package; nego-
tiation effort

May be very
long; difficult to
estimate

Depends on
ability to
convert incre-
mentally; poten-
tially long

Relatively little;
mainly code
“clean-up” and
education

Impact on
processes and
procedures

No change May be minor
or significant;
hard to estimate

May be signif-
icant; learn a
new compiler,
run-time,
debugger, esti-
mation tech-
niques

May be signif-
icant; learn a
new compiler,
run-time,
debugger, esti-
mation tech-
niques

No change

Application
source code
availability

No change Ensure access
in case of
vendor default

Two sets during
transition

Two sets during
transition

No change

End-user
impact

No change May require
extensive
retraining

Application sta-
bility may be a
concern

Intended to be
low

No change

Staff morale,
commitment to
changes

No change Depends on
function and
quality of
package, level
of vendor
support

May be low;
might blame
problems on
management;
disruptive
change of lan-
guage “culture”

May be low;
might blame
problems on
management;
disruptive
change of lan-
guage “culture”

Can't decrease;
may improve
due to
enhanced skills
and morale

IT Staffing and Skills Considerations

Skills avail-
ability

No change Depends on
requirements
for internal
support

Need
“bilingual” staff
during conver-
sion

Need
“bilingual” staff
during conver-
sion

No change;
internal educa-
tion will help

Skills require-
ments

No change Staff involved in
acquisition
specs; may need
to provide
internal tech-
nical support

Deep know-
ledge of Assem-
bler Language
and target lan-
guage during
transition

Deep know-
ledge of Assem-
bler Language
and target lan-
guage during
transition

Existing skills
may suffice;
minor effort to
learn new tech-
niques

Staff produc-
tivity

No change Depends on
skills
transferability
to other areas

Likely to be
much lower for
an extended
period

Lower until
new technology
is learned; little
change there-
after

Will improve as
new techniques
are learned
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Table 1 (Page 2 of 3). Legacy Assembler Language Applications: Summary Observations

Observation Live with it Replace with
package

Use a HLL
converter

Rewrite in a
HLL

Modernize &
maintain

Technical Considerations

Preparation
activities

None Requirements
specs must be
very detailed

Code revisions
required for
convertability;
testing to ensure
identical exe-
cution before
conversion

Require high-
level and low-
level
documentation
of functions,
interfaces, and
data structures

Value in having
high-level doc-
umentation of
functions, inter-
faces, and data
structures

Conversion
tools and aids

None required;
new tools can
help with
understanding
and documen-
tation

Possibly exten-
sive data con-
version and test
effort

Generally quite
unsatisfactory

Mostly manual
effort; some
assembler
idioms may be
difficult to
express

None required;
new tools can
significantly
improve under-
standing and
documentation

Correctness of
resulting code

No significant
change; very
easy to verify

Extensive
testing required
to verify iden-
tical results

Extensive
testing required
to verify iden-
tical results

Extensive
testing required
to verify iden-
tical results

No significant
change; very
easy to verify

Quality of
resulting code

No significant
change;
depends on
how enhance-
ments are made

Vendor respon-
sibility; depends
on vendor
responsiveness

Generally
unsatisfactory;
probably very
poor; difficult to
rectify

Probably lower;
depends on
time, effort, and
skill of rewrite;
assembler
idioms may be
difficult to
express

May improve
considerably as
new techniques
are learned

Efficiency of
resulting code

No significant
change

Vendor respon-
sibility; typically
lower

Likely to be
much worse

Probably at
least 2-3 times
worse (but you
may be lucky in
some cases)

Certainly no
worse; possibly
better

Size of resulting
code

Depends on
scope of
required
enhancements

Vendor respon-
sibility; typically
larger

Probably much
larger

Probably
larger; depends
on skill of
rewrite and
tuning

Certainly no
larger; may be
smaller

Flexibility of
resulting code

No significant
change

Vendor respon-
sibility; expect
upgrade
charges

Probably very
poor

Poor to good,
depending on
quality of
rewrite

Can't decrease;
may be consid-
erably
improved

Impact of
“quick fixes”,
small changes

No change; can
often be done
with a simple
“zap”

Vendor respon-
sibility; expect
upgrade
charges

Requires
recompilation,
regression
testing

Requires
recompilation,
regression
testing

No change; can
often be done
with a simple
“zap”

Access to
system services

No change Limited by
capabilities of
the chosen
package

Limited by
capabilities of
target language

Limited by
capabilities of
target language

No change

Debuggability
of resulting
code

No significant
change

Depends on
quality of
vendor support

Probably very
poor

Depends on
skills, avail-
ability of code
documentation
and modern
debug tools

Certainly no
worse; may be
much better
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Table 1 (Page 3 of 3). Legacy Assembler Language Applications: Summary Observations

Observation Live with it Replace with
package

Use a HLL
converter

Rewrite in a
HLL

Modernize &
maintain

Staging of tran-
sitions

No change;
easily done
incrementally

Typically a
major cut-over

Potentially diffi-
cult; depends
on inter-
language com-
patibility of old
and new

Potentially diffi-
cult; depends
on inter-
language com-
patibility of old
and new

No change;
easily done
incrementally

Testing and val-
idation of
results

No change Potentially a
major effort

Extremely diffi-
cult

Moderately to
very difficult,
depending on
complexity of
original code

No change

Impact of IBM
product releases

No change;
object code
always compat-
ible across
releases

May require
updates as IBM
products
change

New compiler
and run-time
require compre-
hensive
regression
testing

New compiler
and run-time
require compre-
hensive
regression
testing

No change;
object code
always compat-
ible across
releases

Financial Considerations

Hardware costs No change May increase;
vendor software
charges may
grow with hard-
ware upgrades

May increase
significantly;
procurement
delays likely

May increase
significantly;
procurement
delays likely

No change

Software costs No change; new
tools may be
valuable

Expect con-
sulting and tai-
loring charges

New compiler,
run-time,
debugger, other
tools

New compiler,
run-time,
debugger, other
tools

No change;
new tools may
be valuable

Staffing costs No change IT staff may be
reassignable

Need
“bilingual” staff
during conver-
sion

Need
“bilingual” staff
during conver-
sion

New staff not
required

Staff training
costs

No change Reassigned IT
staff will need
retraining

Require
training in new
language, com-
piler, run-time,
tools, processes

Require
training in new
language, com-
piler, run-time,
tools, processes

Low; can easily
teach new tech-
niques “in-
house”

Lost-
opportunity
costs

Maybe none;
depends on
how promptly
enhancements
can be made

Probable delays
during cut-over

Application
code and data
must be frozen
until conversion
is completed
and tested

Application
code and data
must be frozen
until conversion
is completed
and tested

Maybe none;
depends on
how promptly
enhancements
can be made

Reputation and
legal exposures

No change Depends on
contract details,
vendor quality

Conversion
errors a poten-
tial problem
cause

Rewrite errors
a potential
problem cause

No change
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